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Abstract:  
The purpose of this paper is to examine whether combining value with quality investing 

yields risk-adjusted returns in the Finnish stock market. More specifically, the objective 

of the paper is to determine whether the strategy, a combination of different value 

metrics with Piotroski’s (2000) F-Score, achieves significant risk-adjusted returns when 

compared to the market return as well as both strategies individually. The secondary 

objective of this thesis is to test different valuation metrics to find out which yields the 

highest risk-adjusted returns. This way the research contributes to a better 

understanding on how these investment strategies work in the Finnish stock market and 

how they can be utilized.  

 

To the authors best knowledge, this is one of the first studies in the Finnish Stock market 

to examine the performance of the F-Score combined with multiple Value ratios. Even 

though the results of this research paper are not as notable as in the original study of 

Piotroski (2000), they are still very promising, showing that value investors in the 

Finnish market can slightly benefit from the inclusion of the F-Score in their investment 

strategy. 

 

The results of this study also contribute to the large literature stream on the Value 

Premium, showing a clear outperformance of value investing compared to growth and 

conventional market indices. The results are persistent and statistically significant 

across all of the asset pricing models that are used in this paper. In line with previous 

results from the Finnish stock market, this study confirms that the EBITDA/EV is the 

best value ratio for investors in the Finnish stock market.  

 

Finally, this is one of the few papers which applies four different asset pricing models in 

the Finnish stock market, including the Fama-French five-factor model. The use of 

additional factors allows for a better explanation of the results of this study.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Investors have long sought and tested different investing strategies to try and find ones 

that yield above average or risk-adjusted returns. Today, many such strategies exist and 

one of the most commonly known strategy is value investing which has been proven by 

academia but also in practice by well-known investors such as Warren Buffet and Joel 

Greenblatt. Value investing is an investment strategy that has its roots already in the 

1930s when the book Security Analysis (Graham & Dodd, 1934) first appeared. The 

authors suggested investing in companies with high returns, book value and dividend 

yield in comparison to the stock price. The basic idea of value investing therefore is to 

invest in stocks, the price of which are lower than the average when measured by 

different ratios or valuation metrics. The goal for the individual investor is to find stocks 

that are undervalued compared to their true value. The opposite of value investing is 

growth investing which means investing in stocks which have a relatively high valuation 

based on valuation metrics. The high valuation in growth stocks is a result of high 

expected growth rates, and thus the idea of growth investing is to find companies that 

are expected to grow above market average. The value premium is the difference in the 

returns of value and growth stocks and measures the outperformance of value stocks in 

comparison to growth stocks.  

Another popular investment strategy is quality investing. As Novy-Marx (2014) 

highlights “quality, unlike value, has no universally accepted definition”. However, there 

are a handful of strategies that can be considered indicative of quality investing. These 

include Graham’s G-score, Grantham’s quality, Magic Formula (ROIC), Sloan’s Earnings 

quality, Piotroski’s F-score, Defensive and Gross Profitability (Novy-Marx, 2014). 

Although fundamentally different, these strategies have one thing in common, buying 

financially strong firms without overpaying for them. Academic research has shown that 

many of these quality strategies can be successfully combined with value strategies and 

substantially enhance the portfolio’s returns (Piotroski, 2000). Studying these strategies 

in different markets and during different market conditions give the investors 

perspective on possible strategies that could yield positive results in terms of risk-

adjusted returns when compared to the market. Otherwise, investors will settle for the 

market return. Both of these strategies have been studied widely across all major stock 

markets, both individually and combined, and many such studies have found positive 

results (see eg. Chan, Hamao & Lakonishok 1991; Fama & French 1998; Piotroski, 2ooo). 
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However, there is a lack of research in the Finnish stock market during the extraordinary 

period of the 2010s in the historically long positive economic cycle. The Finnish stock 

market is often viewed as a frontier market due to its geographical location, which means 

that negative events in the stock markets have a significantly stronger effect in the 

Finnish stock market, due to international institutional investors often liquidating first 

from the frontier markets (Pätäri, Leivo & Honkapuro 2010). This adds an interesting 

perspective when examining the small Finnish stock market and comparing the results 

to larger stock markets. The objective of this paper is to study whether risk-adjusted 

returns can be achieved by combining the value and the quality strategy in the Finnish 

stock market when compared to the market return and the returns of the two strategies 

individually. Additionally, this paper investigates which value metric has generated the 

highest returns. The value metrics used in this study are the Price-to-Earnings (P/E), 

Price-to-Book value (P/B), Enterprise Value-to-EBITDA (EV/EBITDA) and Price-to-

Dividend (P/D) ratios. 

As stated previously, value investing at its simplest form is investing in stocks which are 

valued at a low price by some valuation metric. One of the advantages of value investing 

is that it is relatively easy to understand and replicating the methodology used in 

academic research is achievable to the common investor. The value strategy has also been 

widely studied across the globe, showing the existence of value premium in several major 

stock markets (see Chan, Hamao & Lakonishok 1991; Fama & French 1992; Fama & 

French 1998).  Fama and French (1998) define value premium as “average returns arise 

because the market undervalues distressed stocks and overvalues growth stocks”. When 

this mispricing is realized in the markets, the value stocks yield high returns but in 

contrast growth stocks yield lower returns, and the difference is the value premium 

(Fama and French 1998). Value strategies have also been studied in the Finnish market 

with positive results as they also find significant value premiums using different 

valuation measures (see Leivo, Pätäri & Kilpiä 2009; Pätäri & Leivo 2009). The findings 

by Leivo, Pätäri and Kilpiä (2009) also suggest that the use of hybrid measures as value 

metrics, with EV/EBITDA as the earnings multiple, yield the highest abnormal returns 

in the Finnish stock market. The authors’ findings support both the use of hybrid 

measures as well as the use of enterprise value-based earnings multiples. 

Quality investing strategies have also been researched academically but mostly in the 

United States (Novy-Marx, 2014). Many of these studies find that quality investing, 

especially when combined with value, can offer investors higher risk-adjusted returns 
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(see Piotroski, 2000; Novy-Marx, 2014). Research of quality investing on the Finnish 

Market however is weak.  

 

1.2 Objective of the paper and research questions 

The purpose of this paper is to examine whether combining value with quality 

investing yields risk-adjusted returns 

More specifically, this paper studies the combination of value and quality investing in 

the Finnish stock market. The objective of the paper is to determine whether the strategy 

achieves significant risk-adjusted when compared to the market return as well as both 

strategies individually. The secondary objective is to test different valuation metrics to 

find out which yields the highest risk-adjusted returns. This way the research contributes 

to a better understanding on how these investment strategies work in the Finnish stock 

market and how they can be utilized. Thus, the main research question of the paper is: 

Does combining value with quality investing yield higher risk-adjusted returns in 

contrast to the market returns and the two strategies individually in the Finnish stock 

market? 

 

In addition to the main research problem, this paper investigates the answer to the 

following secondary research problem: 

 

Which value metric yields the highest risk-adjusted returns? 

 

1.3 Limitations 

In this subchapter the four main limitations of the study are discussed. First, the reader 

must be aware that this study is conducted in the Finnish Stock Market, which means 

that the results may be subject to market specific characteristics. Therefore, the 

generalization of the findings may not possible to other stock markets around the world. 

The second main limitation of this paper has to do with data availability. Due to the 

smaller scale of the Finnish Market, sufficient data was not available before 1995 for the 

portfolio formation technique used in this study. This limits the number of companies 

that are used in the study as well as the starting year. Despite this limitation however, 
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the 24-year period used in this study is deemed sufficient for the methodology used in 

this research. 

An additional limitation of this study is that European factors are used instead of 

domestic factors. European factors are relevant to the Finnish Stock market but sub-

optimal. This limitation may have an effect on the alpha values and the factor loadings 

presented in this paper. The fourth and final limitation of the study is related to 

transaction costs. The performance and returns of the strategy presented in the paper do 

not account for the transaction costs that investors would have to pay in order to replicate 

it. Therefore, any investor interested in following the strategy of this paper must realize 

that the actual returns that he will potentially receive will be lower due to the transactions 

costs as well as other costs that he will incur.  

 

1.4 Structure of the paper 

The paper is structured in the following way. Chapter 2 reviews literature on the two 

main themes of this study, Value and Quality investing. Chapter 3 presents the theory 

behind the main models used in the study as well as the models themselves. Chapter 4 

reviews previous studies which share similar characteristics to this research paper. 

Chapter 5 introduces the data used in the study as well as all information related to key 

concepts such as portfolio formation and the calculation of the F-Score. Chapter 6 

analyses the methodology used in this study and presents the hypotheses of the paper. 

Chapter 7 presents the key findings and results from the empirical part of the study. On 

Chapter 8 the key results are analysed and discussed in combination with previous 

research and theories. Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the paper and offers suggestions for 

future research on the topic.   
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

In this chapter, literature relevant to the two main themes of this study is presented. First 

the value anomaly is reviewed with a focus on its implication to other finance theories. 

Next, literature on different valuation ratios is presented. A thorough literature review 

on value investing topics can be found in Pätäri and Leivo (2017), which has been utilized 

in this paper. The focus is then shifted to international evidence and the Finnish stock 

market. Finally, literature on quality investing is reviewed in order to cover the second 

main theme of this research paper.  

 

2.1 Value Investing 

Value investing is a widely known and common investment strategy and thus, it has been 

a target of extensive research. One of the first scientific studies was by Nicholson (1960) 

who studied portfolios formed on the P/E ratio in U.S. stock markets. According to the 

results, portfolios formed by using low P/E ratios performed better than portfolios 

formed by using high P/E ratios. In the following decades academic research focused 

mostly to prove the existence of value premium in the two largest stock markets, the U.S. 

and Japan (e.g. Basu 1977; Chan, Hamao & Lakonishok 1991; Fama & French 1992; 

Lakonishok, Shleifer & Vishny 1992; Fama & French, 2006). 

But why did the existence of the so-called value anomaly puzzle academic researchers so 

much? The answer lies in the fact that it challenged the cornerstone theory of Modern 

Finance, the Efficient Market Hypothesis (Fama, 1970). According to the Efficient 

Market Hypothesis it is impossible for investors to “beat the market” consistently on a 

risk adjusted basis. However, the value anomaly has proven that forming portfolios 

based on a simple valuation criterion can offer abnormally high returns, therefore 

invalidating the theory. The persistence of this anomaly led Fama and French (1992) to 

create their famous three-factor model where the value premium is included as a 

determinant factor of stock returns in addition to the other two factors, market risk and 

size.  

Academics have also tried to explain the reason for the existence of the value anomaly 

using different theories. One of the first theories attempting to explain this phenomenon 

was presented by Graham and Dodd in 1934. Their explanation was based on the simple 

notion that investors fall prey to false prediction. “They overly estimate the future 
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earnings and returns of growth companies and underestimate the future returns and 

earnings of value companies” (Graham and Dodd, 1934). This theory is supported by 

Chan, Chen and Lakonishok (2002) and Lakonishok, Shleifer and Vishny (1994) who 

also state that the market overestimates the future growth of glamour stocks. Chan et al. 

(2002) adds that institutional investors, who are supposedly free from judgmental error, 

also fall prey to the value anomaly but in a different way by preferring growth stocks 

because sponsors prefer these companies who outperformed in past. Another theory is 

presented by Gomes, Kogan, and Zhang (2003) who have argued that “growth options 

are always riskier than assets in place, as these options are “leveraged” on existing assets. 

On the other hand, growth stocks, which derive market values more from growth options, 

must therefore be riskier than value stocks, which derive market values more from assets 

in place.” (Gomes et. al., 2003).  

Perhaps the most popular explanation comes from the seminal paper of Fama and 

French (1992) “The cross section of expected stock returns”. In their study they claim 

that the value premium is a compensation for risk that is missed by the capital asset 

pricing model (CAPM) (Fama and French, 1992). Despite the disagreement however on 

the underlying reasons causing the value premium, almost all academics agree on the 

fact that it exists and that there is convincing evidence of this anomaly not only from the 

U.S. market but from international markets as well. 

Before moving to the discussion of different valuation metrics, it should be noted that 

the Value premium has not only been observed in the equity market but also in other 

asset classes. On their paper “Value and Momentum Everywhere”, Asness, Moskowitz, 

and Pedersen (2013) find “consistent value and momentum return premia across eight 

diverse markets and asset classes”. This is an important finding since it highlights that 

the strong correlation structure among value strategies across such diverse asset classes 

is “difficult to reconcile under existing behavioral theories” (Asness et. al, 2013).  

 

2.2 Different Valuation Criteria 

As discussed previously, the value anomaly has been studied based on many different 

valuation metrics. Academics have debated for decades on which is the most appropriate 

valuation criterion and whether such exists. In this chapter relevant literature for the 

most popular valuation criteria is reviewed. The metrics reviewed in this chapter are E/P, 
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B/P, D/P and EBITDA/EV. There are many other valuation criteria that have been used 

in past literature and are not considered in this study due to lack of convincing evidence 

on their efficacy.  

 

2.2.1 Earnings to Price, E/P  

Earnings to Price (E/P) has been one of the first and most studied value metrics. Already 

in the 1960’s Nicholson (1960) provided evidence that value portfolios outperformed 

growth portfolios. Studies continued to present similar findings (McWilliams, 1966; 

Breen, 1968) but it was not until 1975 and 1977 when Basu showcased the 

outperformance of high E/P portfolios on a risk adjusted basis. After being challenged 

that the value anomaly can be explained by the size factor (Banz, 1981), Basu (1983) 

provided clear evidence that the value anomaly exists even when controlling for firm size. 

Additional studies from the 1980s showed that contrary to the size anomaly which 

existed only in January, the E/P effect was significant in all months (Jaffe et al., 1989).  

Moving to the 1990s, Fama and French (1992) in their paper “The cross section of 

expected stock returns” found that “differential returns to E/P strategies are captured by 

a combination of size and Book to Price” therefore deciding to exclude the E/P valuation 

metric from their three-factor model. However, Roll (1995) found that portfolios formed 

on high E/P were superior to portfolios formed on B/P and the size factor. Fama and 

French in their 1998 international study revisited the E/P criterion and found that “in 

two out of 13 major national stock markets, the use of E/P as value portfolio formation 

criteria would have resulted in the highest value premium when comparing four different 

portfolio formation criteria B/P, CF/P, and D/P” (Fama and French, 1998) Although the 

results seemed promising, “the E/P criterion still did not generate the highest value 

portfolio return in any of the 13 markets, although it generated a significant value 

premium in three national markets” (Fama and French, 1998).  

In the beginning of the 21st century, van der Hart et. al (2003) found that the E/P 

criterion results to the highest value portfolio returns when comparing “equally weighted 

returns of value and growth portfolios of emerging market stocks” when compared with 

the B/P and D/P value criteria. An important thing to notice however is that using the 

same criteria for a slightly different time period B/P presented superior results compared 

to E/P (van der Hart et. al., 2005). Finally, Hou et al. (2011) reported the highest global 
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value premium based on E/P ratios for a dataset including over 27,000 stocks from 49 

countries. 

In more recent studies, Israel & Moskowitz (2013) compared the of B/P, CF/P, D/P and 

E/P ratios and found that the E/P ratio showed the second highest value premium. In 

their study they used data from all U.S. stocks for an extensive time period between 1951 

and 2011. Hou et. al. (2015) present even more recent evidence on the topic. Their paper 

is reviewed thoroughly on Chapter 4.  

To sum up, even though the E/P valuation metric was not chosen by Fama and French 

(1992) as a determinant factor for stock returns, there are many studies that have 

provided strong evidence for its applicability for stock selection. For example, Chen and 

Zhang (2007) highlighted in their study that besides the Fama–French factors the E/P 

metric was useful in explaining price movements of U.S. stocks. It is important to notice 

however, that as with any valuation metric, the time period and firm data used have a 

significant effect on the performance of different valuation metrics. 

 

2.2.2 Book to Price, B/P  

The Book to Price (B/P) ratio, together with the E/P ratio, are the most popular value 

metrics used in academic research focused in the value premium. As Bodie, Kane and 

Marcus (2010) describes “high B/P ratios are sometimes considered to provide a margin 

of safety, since book value is deemed to be a floor supporting the market price”. One of 

the first studies which examined portfolios formed on B/P was Stattman’s (1980) “Book 

values and stock returns”. Stattman found a significant B/P anomaly in the U.S. stock 

market. The results were however “prone to both survivorship bias and look-ahead biases 

due to sample selection criteria employed” (Pätäri and Leivo, 2017).  

During the 1990s, Chan et al. (1991) found that in the Japanese stock market B/P had 

the “best discriminatory power” on value and glamour stocks compared to other portfolio 

formation metrics such as E/P, CF/P and size. B/P was also featured in the seminal paper 

of Fama and French (1992) and was included in their famous three-factor model as a 

determinant factor of stock returns. Besides the existence of a B/P anomaly in the U.S., 

Fama and French (1998) show that the B/P was a global phenomenon which is even 

stronger outside the United states.  
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As with the E/P ratio, B/P has been associated with the size factor. Many studies have 

reported that the B/P value premium is at its largest for small cap stocks and at its lowest 

among large cap stocks (Fama and French, 1993, 2012; Israel and Moskowitz, 2013; Hou 

et al., 2015). However, in international markets such as Japan, Daniel et. al. (2001) show 

that the B/P value premium is at its highest in the middle size quantile portfolios. In a 

similar fashion Fama and French (2012) report that the B/P premium was “higher for 

large cap quantiles than for small cap quantiles”.  

To sum up, most studies examining portfolios created on the B/P value ratio find strong 

evidence for the presence of a value anomaly. As previously mentioned, the country, time 

period and number of companies examined have a significant effect on the results. In the 

case of B/P the firm size appears to be a distinctive variable that affects the size of the 

value premium, with some studies showing the B/P anomaly to be greater among small 

cap stocks and international studies showing the B/P value premium being the highest 

among large cap firms. 

 

2.2.3 Dividend to Price, D/P 

The predicting power of the Dividend to Price (D/P) ratio has been a subject of interest 

for many academics over the decades. Three main theories are competing in order to 

explain the ability of dividends to predict stock returns. These are the tax-effect 

hypothesis proposed by Brennan (1970), the dividend-neutrality hypothesis presented 

by Black and Scholes (1974) and the signaling hypothesis proposed by Dielman and 

Oppenheimer (1984).  

Besides the many proposed theories, the evidence in returns among stocks with high, low 

or zero dividend yields are mixed. In early studies Blume (1980) and Keim (1985) show 

a “U shaped relationship between risk-adjusted returns and D/P”. This implies that 

stocks with zero dividend yields generated larger returns that low dividend yielding 

stocks. In turn high dividend paying stock realized larger risk-adjusted returns than 

lower D/P stocks. Christie (1990) challenged the U-shaped findings of previous studies 

by highlighting that zero-yield dividend stock anomalous returns could largely be 

explained by stocks with a price of less than 2 dollars during the 1930s.  

Studies from the 1990s found that “both absolute and risk adjusted returns for NYSE 

stocks increased with an increasing dividend yield” (Naranjo et. al., 1998). Fama and 
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French (1998) found when looking at international markets that the “D/P criterion 

resulted in the greatest value premium in only one out of 13 national stock markets 

during the 1975–1995 period”. Additionally, the value premiums that were based on the 

D/P criterion were statistically significant in only two national markets (Fama and 

French, 1998).  

In addition to the mixed findings there are many parameters affecting the comparability 

and results of studies related to the D/P value premium. First the methods employed to 

calculate the dividend vary over the studies discussed above. For example, Keim (1985) 

used the “ratios of the sum of dividend paid over the last 12-month period to the stock 

price in the beginning of that period”, while Fama and French (1993) followed a similar 

strategy but used the stock price at the “end of the period preceding the moment of 

portfolio formation”. On a completely contrary method Naranjo et al. (1998) “multiplied 

a firm’s most recently declared quarterly dividend by four and divided the resulting 

product by the previous month’s closing price”. Lastly, the large number of non-dividend 

paying stocks affects the sizes of D/P portfolios by creating inequality. This can be 

considered a limitation in comparison to the quantile or decile portfolios that can be 

formed when using other valuation metrics. 

 

2.2.4 EBITDA to Enterprise Value, EBITDA/EV 

Enterprise value-based valuation criteria have not been very popular in academic 

literature. However, during the past decade there has been an increase in their popularity 

due to their ability to be compared among different industries since debt levers are taken 

into account (Pätäri and Leivo, 2017). The two most commonly used enterprise values 

ratios are EBIT/EV and EBITDA/EV. In this study the latter is used. The supporting 

hypothesis behind the use of EBITDA/EV is the fact that it controls for different types of 

depreciation methods allowing for a more comparable metric between different 

industries. 

The first study that formed portfolios based on the EBITDA/EV ratio was conducted by 

Leivo et. al. (2009) who found that in the Finnish stock market the EBITDA/EV ratio 

performed better than other traditional value metrics such as E/P, B/P and S/P. Similar 

results were presented by Gray and Vogel (2012) who showcased that “the top-quintile 

EBITDA/EV portfolio was the best-performing one among 25 quintile portfolios formed 

on five individual valuation ratios”.   
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2.3 International Evidence 

Since the seminal work of Fama and French (1992) there have been numerous studies 

regarding the value anomaly. The studies have focused on different time periods, 

datasets, valuation ratios and more importantly in different countries, as the research 

until that time was mostly focused on U.S. companies. In 1998, Fama and French 

expanded their research to consider stock markets globally in the paper Value versus 

Growth: The International Evidence. The authors studied thirteen leading stock markets 

around the world during years 1975 to 1996. They used common value metrics P/B, P/E, 

P/CF and P/D ratios as basis for portfolio formation. The paper reports that the value 

strategy achieved significant abnormal returns in twelve markets out of thirteen. 

Bauman, Conover and Miller (1998) studied the value strategy in 21 different stock 

markets during years 1986 – 1996, using the same value metrics as Fama and French 

(1998). They found that value stocks outperform growth stocks both in terms of total 

return as well as risk-adjusted return, when the period examined was the total ten-year 

period. Value stocks fared better than growth stocks in most of the one-year periods 

examined and when growth stocks yielded better results, the difference was marginal. 

Arshanapalli, Cogg and Doukas (1998) found similar results with value stocks 

outperforming in 17 stock markets of total 18 markets studied. Bird and Whitaker (2003) 

studied the largest European stock markets in years 1990 to 2002 and found the value 

stocks yielding superior returns compared to growth stocks in the whole market as well 

as in most of the individual markets. 

In their 2011 study Hou, Karolyi and Kho use “monthly returns for over 27,000 stocks 

from 49 countries over a three-decade period” and find that CF/P has reliable 

explanatory power in international stock markets with the results being statistically 

significant (Hou et. al., 2011). In one of their most recent papers Fama and French (2012) 

examine four regions, North America, Europe, Japan and Asia Pacific and find value 

premiums in all of them. They also show the value premiums of average stock returns 

decrease with size in all of the regions except Japan (Fama and French, 2012). More 

specifically, “the average HML returns range from 0.33% per month for North America 

to 0.62% for Asia Pacific” (Fama and French, 2012). This shows that the value premium 

is actually the smallest in the U.S., with international regions showcasing a more 

significant value anomaly. These findings are contrary to the previous study of Fama and 

French (2006). However, as the authors notice in their latter study “the sample of the 

earlier paper is thin on small stock. The more complete current sample suggests that 
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larger value premiums for international small stocks are typical” (Fama and French, 

2012). 

 

2.4 Previous literature on the Finnish stock market 

As this paper focuses on the Finnish stock market, naturally previous academic research 

from Finland is reviewed. The efficiency of value strategies has been studied widely in 

the Finnish stock market. One of the most influential papers is by Leivo, Pätäri and Kilpiä 

(2009) which investigates the use of four different value metrics (E/P, B/P, S/P and 

EBITDA/EV) and three composite measures as basis for portfolio formation in the 

Finnish stock market during years 1991 – 2006. The authors report that portfolios 

consisting of value stocks outperform significantly both the market portfolio and the 

contrasting portfolio of growth stocks. According to the results, using composite 

measures as basis for portfolio formation the abnormal returns were even higher, 

especially when EBITDA/EV ratio was used as the earnings based multiple. In the study 

by Pätäri and Leivo (2009), they find that out of single value metrics D/P ratio yielded 

the highest abnormal returns. However, the highest returns were achieved by using 

composite measures that included both D/P ratio and EBITDA/EV ratio, which also 

supports the use of composite measures as basis for portfolio formation in the Finnish 

stock market. Thus, it can be said that value premium exists also in the Finnish stock 

market. Subsequently value strategies have been studied widely yielding similar results 

(e.g. Leivo & Pätäri 2011; Leivo 2012). 

In their 2016 study, Pätäri, Karell & Luukka use an innovative methodology for value 

portfolio selection. The authors adjust the “conventional valuation ratios on the basis of 

firm size, financial leverage and industry classification and combining them as single 

selection criteria” (Pätäri et. al., 2016). The authors then create tercile portfolios of 

Finnish non-financial companies based on their adjusted valuations for the time period 

1996-2013. The performance of those portfolios is evaluated on the basis of the average 

return and several risk-adjusted performance metrics (Pätäri et. al., 2016). The results 

showcase that such a multidimensional combination can add value to equity portfolio 

selection, with the outperformance of top-tercile portfolios in contrast to both the 

comparable bottom portfolios and the stock market portfolio being statistically 

significant on the basis of all performance metrics employed (Pätäri et. al., 2016).  
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2.5 Quality Investing 

In this part of the literature review, the second main theme of this paper, quality 

investing, is reviewed. As Novy-Marx (2014) highlights “quality, unlike value, has no 

universally accepted definition”. However, there are a handful of strategies that can be 

considered indicative of quality investing. These include Graham’s G-score, Grantham’s 

quality, Magic Formula (ROIC), Sloan’s Earnings quality, Piotroski’s F-Score, Defensive 

and Gross Profitability (Novy-Marx, 2014). Although fundamentally different, these 

strategies have one thing in common, buying financially strong firms without overpaying 

for them. Academic research has shown that many of these quality strategies can be 

successfully combined with value strategies and substantially enhance the portfolio’s 

returns (Piotroski, 2000).  

The most relevant quality strategy for this research is Piotroski’s F-Score. The investment 

strategy is based on 9 fundamental signals that measure “three areas of the firm's 

financial condition: profitability, financial leverage/liquidity, and operating efficiency” 

(Piotroski, 2000).   In his famous paper “Value Investing: The Use of Historical Financial 

Statement Information to Separate Winners from Losers” Piotroski (2000) showed how 

by using a “simple accounting-based fundamental analysis strategy, when applied to a 

broad portfolio of high book-to-market firms, shifted the distribution of returns earned 

by an investor” (Piotroski, 2000). The author found that the mean return of a high book-

to-market portfolio was increased by at least 7.5% annually through the selection of 

financially strong high BM firms for the time period 1976-1996 (Piotroski, 2000).  

After the publication of Piotroski’s investment strategy many academics have further 

researched its efficacy, in different markets, time periods and combined with other value 

metrics. Hyde (2013) analysed portfolios based on Piotroski’s F-Score in global emerging 

markets. He showed that there was a “meaningful premium attached to high F score 

stocks” which was clearly unrelated to the size, value and momentum strategies (Hyde, 

2013). The premium was larger for high value stocks, moderate for high momentum 

stocks and unrelated to firm size (Hyde, 2013).  

On another international study from Australia, the author finds that “a market-neutral 

strategy that is long (short) stocks with a high (low) Piotroski F-Score generates an index-

weighted 0.8 percent pm on S&P/ASX 200 stocks and 1.4 percent pm on smaller stocks 

(Hyde, 2018). In a study reviewing the Finnish Stock market for the time period 2004-

2015, portfolios formed from companies that rank high on their F-Scores showed higher 
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risk-adjusted returns than portfolios of low F-Score (Kanssanen, 2016). Further evidence 

from the Chinese A-Share market show that “high F-Score portfolio significantly 

outperforms the low F-Score portfolio… especially within a low BM firm sample” (Deng, 

2016). Finally, in an extensive study comparing the performance of 7 different quality 

strategies Novy-Marx (2014) finds that portfolios with high F-Scores outperform 

portfolio’s with low F-Scores. Finally, evidence from India indicates that “high book to 

market firms with high F Score can shift the distribution of contemporaneous and future 

stock performances in favour of investors” (Tripathy & Pani, 2017). 

To summarize the literature review on Quality Investing and more specifically the F-

Score, other utilities of Piotroski’s fundamental analysis strategy are presented. Besides 

investment strategies, academics have used Piotroski’s F-Score in other instances as well. 

For example, the F-Score has been used as a bankruptcy prediction model in the paper 

of Argawal (2015). The author finds that the F-Score is statistically significant in 

predicting defaults with individual metrics such as the change in leverage being highly 

statistically significant in predicting defaults. In another research paper related to the F-

Score, Chung, Liu and Wang (2015) use F-Score as a performance measuring tool. More 

specifically, they examine the persistent monitoring role of institutional investors and 

identify the financial aspects of a firm that institutional monitoring improves (Chung et. 

al., 2015). The authors find “strong evidence that long‐term institutions with large 

shareholdings consistently improve a firm's F‐Score and that such activity occurs 

primarily through the enhancement of the firm's operating efficiency” (Chung et. al, 

2015). Finally, researchers have compared Piotroski’s F-Score with Altman’s Z-Score as 

short selling strategies with Piotroski’s F-Score being more efficient and providing higher 

returns (Oyebode, 2017).   
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3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This chapter presents the theoretical framework of the paper. First, the efficient market 

hypothesis is introduced. Second, factor models are presented, with the Capital Asset 

Pricing Model being the first model of the study. Additionally, multifactor models such 

as the Fama and French three-factor model, Carhart four-factor model and the Fama and 

French five-factor model are introduced. 

 

3.1 Efficient market hypothesis 

In his 1970 paper “Efficient Capital Markets”, Eugene Fama presented his theory on the 

efficiency of capital markets. During the time it was generally believed that securities 

markets were extremely efficient in reflecting information about individual stocks and 

about the stock market as a whole (Malkiel, 2003). The view that was mostly accepted at 

the time was that when news information arises it spreads very quickly and is 

incorporated into the prices of securities without any delay (Malkiel, 2003). 

Eugene Fama’s (1970) Efficient Market Hypothesis included three different forms, 

strong, semi-strong and weak. Starting from the weak form “future prices cannot be 

predicted by analysing prices from the past. Excess returns cannot be earned in the long 

run by using investment strategies based on historical share prices or other historical 

data. Technical analysis techniques will not be able to consistently produce excess 

returns, though some forms of fundamental analysis may still provide excess returns” 

(Fama, 1970). On the semi-strong form “it is implied that share prices adjust to publicly 

available new information very rapidly and in an unbiased fashion, such that no excess 

returns can be earned by trading on that information. Semi-strong-form efficiency 

implies that neither fundamental analysis nor technical analysis techniques will be able 

to reliably produce excess returns” (Fama, 1970). Finally, in the strong form I share 

prices reflect all information, public and private, and no one can earn excess returns 

(Fama, 1970). 

Later in his paper Efficient Capital Markets II, Fama (1991) denies the existence of the 

strong form of the efficient market hypothesis himself. As he states, “since there are 

surely positive information and trading costs, the extreme version of the market 

efficiency hypothesis is surely false” (Fama, 1991).  However, the fact that it simplifies 

reality helps with the fact that it can be used as a benchmark in other forms of the theory 
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(Fama, 1991). Besides the numerous studies on the topic, the exact level of efficiency of 

the capital markets remains a matter of debate between academics. The tests that have 

been conducted over the years include empirical work such as event studies (Fama, 1991) 

and anomaly studies. Research on the strong form is mainly focused on whether 

investors or groups have monopolistic access to any information while on the semi-

strong and weak form tests the research is mainly focused on historical prices or return 

sequences (Fama, 1991).  

To sum up, as Malkiel (2003) notices, “as long as stock markets exist, the collective 

judgment of investors will sometimes make mistakes”. There will always be some market 

participants who are demonstrably less than rational (Malkiel, 2003). In case the 

markets would be perfectly efficient there wouldn’t be any incentive for professionals to 

apply the information to try and “beat” the market therefore resulting in an inefficient 

market due to no active participation (Grossman and Stiglitz, 1980). 

 

3.2 The Capital Asset Pricing Model 

The Capital Pricing Model (CAPM) was first introduced by Jack Treynor (1961, 1962), 

William F. Sharpe (1964), John Lintner (1965) and Jan Mossin (1966) who were working 

independently, on creating a model based on seminal research of Harry Markowitz on 

diversification and modern portfolio theory. The CAPM started the theory on asset 

pricing models and gave birth to a whole new research stream.  

Simply explained the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) “describes the relationship 

between the expected return and risk of investing in a security. It shows that the expected 

return on a security is equal to the risk-free return plus a risk premium, which is based 

on the beta of that security” (Fama and French, 1992). The model however has many 

assumptions included. Some of the most simplifying assumptions of the model assume 

that investors are risk averse and, when choosing among portfolios, they are only 

interested about the mean and variance of their one-period investment return (Fama and 

French, 2004): 

𝐸(𝑅𝑖) =  𝑅𝑓 +  𝛽[𝐸(𝑅𝑀) − 𝑅𝑓], 

The Capital Asset Pricing Model 
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where E(Ri) is the expected return of asset i, 𝑅𝑓 is the risk-free rate and E (Rm) is the 

expected return of the market. 

 

Literature on the efficacy of the Capital Asset Pricing Model has in numerous times 

indicated its weaknesses. As Fama and French (2004) note “the empirical record of the 

model is poor—poor enough to invalidate the way it is used in applications. The CAPM’s 

empirical problems may reflect theoretical failings, the result of many simplifying 

assumptions” (Fama and French, 2004).   

The inability of the Capital Asset Pricing model to effectively explain returns led to 

further research on the field. In 1992, Fama and French, introduced their famous three 

factor asset pricing model which was primarily based on the literature of the 1980s which 

had revealed two major market anomalies. The size and value anomalies. Fama and 

French’s three-factor model accounted for those anomalies and included them as factors 

in their model. Since then academics have come up with many different factors and asset 

pricing models. Some of the most famous which are also reviewed in this paper are 

Carhartt’s four-factor model which added the momentum factor to Fama and French’s 

three-factor model as well as the Fama and French five-factor model.  

 

3.3 Fama and French three-factor model 

As already discussed, research from the 1970s and 1980s revealed two clear market 

anomalies, size (Banz, 1981) and value (Stattmanm, 1980; Basu, 1983; Rosenberg, Reid, 

and Lanstein, 1985). In their seminal paper, “The cross section of Expected Stock 

Returns”, Fama and French (1992) introduced their famous three-factor model which 

included the value and size factor in addition to the already existing market factor found 

on the Capital Asset Pricing Model: 

𝐸(𝑅𝑖) =  𝑅𝑓 +  𝛽𝑚[𝐸(𝑅𝑀) − 𝑅𝑓] + 𝛽𝑠(𝑆𝑀𝐵) + 𝛽𝑣(𝐻𝑀𝐿), 

Fama-French Three-Factor Model 

where SMB (small minus big) is the size factor and HML (high minus low) is the value 

factor. 

As they state in their study their main results are very clear. They find that “two easily 

measured variables, size and book‐to‐market equity, seem to describe the cross‐section 
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of average stock returns” (Fama and French, 1992). Regarding the efficacy of their model 

they add that it will depend on two things. First, whether it will persist, and second 

whether it results from rational or irrational asset‐pricing (Fama and French, 1992). The 

time period used in their study ranges from 1963 to 1990 and includes all nonfinancial 

firms in the intersection of the NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ (Fama and French, 1992).  

Even though the sample might seem limited to the United States in later studies Fama 

and French have tested their hypothesis and model in international markets, finding 

considerable evidence for an international value premium (Fama and French, 1998). 

Moreover, besides Fama and French, many researchers have tested the ability of the 

three-factor model in explaining expected stock returns in many stock markets around 

the world (eg. Harvey and Siddique, 2000; Connor and Sehgal, 2001). The results are in 

many cases mixed, with most of them showing that the three-factor model is an 

improvement to the Capital Asset Pricing Model but in, as expected, not a perfect 

predictor for stock price returns.  

 

3.4 Carhart’s four-factor Model 

In his famous paper, “On Persistence in Mutual Fund Performance”, Carhart (1997) 

introduced his four-factor model “which almost completely explained persistence in 

equity mutual funds' mean and risk‐adjusted returns” in a free of survivorship bias 

sample of companies (Carhart, 1997). According to his main thesis “Persistence in 

mutual fund performance does not reflect superior stock‐picking skill. Rather, common 

factors in stock returns and persistent differences in mutual fund expenses and 

transaction costs explain almost all of the predictability in mutual fund returns” 

(Carhart, 1997). The only exception and anomaly noted by the author is the strong and 

persistent underperformance by the worst‐return mutual funds (Carhart, 1997).  

𝐸(𝑅𝑖) =  𝑅𝑓 +  𝛽𝑚[𝐸(𝑅𝑀) −  𝑅𝑓] + 𝛽𝑠(𝑆𝑀𝐵) +  𝛽𝑣(𝐻𝑀𝐿) + 𝛽𝑚𝑜𝑚(𝑀𝑂𝑀), 

Carhart Four-Factor Model 

 
where MOM is the momentum factor. 
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3.5 Fama and French five-factor model 

The five-factor model of Fama and French was introduced as a response to the of Titman, 

Wei, and Xie (2004) and Aharoni, Grundy and Zeng (2013) who stated that the three-

factor model is incomplete in explaining the cross section of stock returns. In their study 

Fama and French tested if by adding two more factors, Investment-CMA and 

Profitability-RMW, they could improve the explanatory power of the three-factor model 

which they introduced in 1992.  

Fama and French (2015) key findings can be summarized from their paper and highlight 

that the model is “directed at capturing the size, value, profitability and investment 

patters in average stock returns’’ and performs better than the previous three-factor 

model introduced more than 20 years ago. Moreover, Fama and French also show that 

the biggest challenge of the five-factor model's is its inability to “capture the low average 

returns on small stocks whose returns behave like those of firms that invest a lot despite 

low profitability’’ (Fama and French, 2015). Finally, Fama and French define the factors 

as operating profitability for the CMA factor and change of total assets for the RMW 

factor. 

𝐸(𝑅𝑖) =  𝑅𝑓 +  𝛽𝑚[𝐸(𝑅𝑀) −  𝑅𝑓] + 𝛽𝑠(𝑆𝑀𝐵) + 𝛽𝑣(𝐻𝑀𝐿) + 𝛽𝑝(𝑅𝑀𝑊) + 𝛽𝑖(𝐶𝑀𝐴), 

Fama-French Five-Factor Model 

where RMW (robust minus weak) is the profitability factor and CMA (conservative 

minus aggressive is the investment factor. 

There have been many tests of the model since it was introduced in 2015 in many 

different markets and settings with the results being relatively mixed on how much the 

model actually improves the performance of the three-factor model (Racicot and Rentz, 

2015). 
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4 REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 

This section reviews articles that are relevant to the paper’s theoretical background as 

well as the study’s methodology and framework. The two papers presented are Piotroski’s 

(2000) “Value Investing: The use of historical financial statement information to 

separate winners from losers”, Fama and French’s seminal paper from 1998, “Value 

Versus Growth: The International Evidence” and a more recent paper by Hou, Chen and 

Zhang from 2015, “Digesting anomalies: An Investment Approach”. 

This chapter will take a closer look at the data, methodology, portfolio formation, results 

and implications of these three important papers. First, Piotroski’s paper is reviewed 

followed by an extensive analysis of Fama and French’s study as well as Hou et al. study. 

 

4.1  “Value Investing: The use of historical financial statement 
information to separate winners from losers” by Joseph D. Piotroski 
(2000) 

In this paper the author presents a very clear research question. “Can a simple 

accounting-based fundamental analysis strategy, when applied to a broad portfolio of 

high book-to-market firms, shift the distribution of returns earned by an investor?” 

(Piotroski, 2000). The logic behind the paper is based on the findings of previous 

academic literature which states that the “average high BM firm is financially distressed 

(Fama and French, 1995; Chen and Zhang, 1998). As Piotroski notices “this distress is 

associated with declining and/or persistendy low margins, profits, cash flows, and 

liquidity and rising and/or high levels of financial leverage” (Piotroski, 2000).  

Therefore, the author considered that it would be sensible to form a strategy that would 

account for those accounting measures and that such a method could be useful in 

predicting future firm performance.  

Following that logic, Piotroski chose “nine fundamental signals to measure three areas 

of the firm's financial condition: profitability, financial leverage/liquidity, and operating 

efficiency” (Piotroski, 2000). More specifically, each indicator receives either a “good” or 

“bad” score depending on the signals effect on future prices and profitability. Piotroski 

then assigns “an indicator variable for the signal is equal to one (zero) if the signal's 

realization is good (bad)” (Piotroski, 2000). The sum of the nine binary signals form the 

famous F_SCORE which measures the overall quality, or strength, of the firm’s financial 

position. The nine variables are presented in table 1.  
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Table 1 Variables used in the F-Score and their definitions (Piotroski, 2000) 

Category Variable Definition 

Profitability 

1.  ROA Net income before extraordinary items, scaled by beginning-of-

the-year total assets. One if positive, zero otherwise. 

2. CFO Cash flow from operations, scaled by beginning-of-the-year total 

assets. One if positive, zero otherwise. 

3. ∆ROA Current year’s ROA less the prior year’s ROA. If ∆ROA > 0, the 

indicator variable equals one, zero otherwise. 

4. ACCRUAL Current year’s net income before extraordinary items less cash 

flow from operations, scaled by beginning-of-the-year assets. One 

if CFO > ROA, zero otherwise. 

Leverage, 

liquidity, and 

source of 

funds 

5. ∆LEVER Historical change in the ratio of total long-term debt to average 

total assets. One if the firm’s leverage ratio fell in the year 

preceding portfolio formation, zero if the leverage ratio rose. 

6. ∆LIQUID Historical change in the firm’s current ratio between the current 

and prior year. If ∆LIQUID > 0, the indicator variable equals one, 

zero otherwise. 

7. EQ_OFFER Equals one if the firm did not issue common equity in the year 

preceding portfolio formation, zero otherwise. 

Operating 

efficiency 

8. ∆MARGIN Firm’s current gross margin ratio less the prior year’s gross margin 

ratio. If ∆MARGIN > 0, the indicator variable equals one, zero 

otherwise. 

9. ∆TURN Firm’s current year asset turnover ratio less the prior year’s asset 

turnover ratio. If ∆TURN > 0, the indicator variable equals one, 

zero otherwise. 
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In order to test the F-Score and the strategy introduced above Piotroski used the time 

period between 1976 to 1996. For each year the author calculated the market value of 

equity and the BM ratio at fiscal year-end (Piotroski, 2000). Then all firms with sufficient 

data are ranked in order to identify “book-to-market quintile and size tercile cutoffs. The 

prior’s fiscal year’s BM distribution is used to classify firms into BM quintiles. Similarly, 

a firm's size classification (small, medium, or large) is determined using the prior fiscal 

year's distribution of market capitalizations. After the BM quintiles are formed, firms in 

the highest BM quintile with sufficient financial statement data are retained in order to 

calculate the various performance signals” (Piotroski, 2000). The aforementioned 

approach yields the “final sample of 14,043 high BM firms across the 21 years” (Piotroski, 

2000). 

Firm specific returns are measured by calculating buy and hold returns for one- and two-

year holding periods, starting from the 5th month of the year (Piotroski, 2000). May is 

chosen in order to ensure a look ahead bias free sample (Piotroski, 2000). The main 

methodology of the paper is to form portfolios based on the firm’s aggregate F-Score. In 

his test the author first compares the returns earned by high F-Score firms against the 

returns of low F-Score firms and in the second test compares high F-Score companies 

against the complete portfolio of all high BJM companies (Piotroski, 2000). The results 

from these tests are “tested using both traditional t-statistics as well as implementing a 

bootstrapping approach to test for differences in portfolio returns” (Piotroski, 2000).  

The results of the strategy are as follows. Piotroski shows that the “mean return earned 

by a high book-to-market investor can be increased by at least 7.5% annually through the 

selection of financially strong high BM firms, and the entire distribution of realized 

returns is shifted to the right”. Additionally, he shows that a long/short strategy that buys 

expected winners and shorts expected losers generates a 23% annual return for the 20-

year time horizon studied in the paper.   

More specifically when looking at the portfolio of high BM firms, Piotroski notices that 

“the benefits to financial statement analysis are concentrated in small and medium-sized 

firms, companies with low share turnover, and firms with no analyst following and the 

superior performance is not dependent on purchasing firms with low share prices” 

(Piotroski, 2000). This is an important result since it shows a positive relationship 

between the sign of both the initial historical information and future firm performance 

(Piotroski, 2000). Finally, the author highlights that the market underreacts to the 

historical information. “One-sixth of the annual return difference between ex ante strong 
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and weak firms is earned over the four three-day periods surrounding these earnings 

announcements” (Piotroski, 2000).  

The consequences of the results are also very important in this study since they 

contradict the findings from the seminal paper of Fama and French (1992) where the 

authors suggest that “BM effect is related to financial distress”. (Piotroski, 2000) 

Piotroski, however shows that the healthiest high BM firms generate the strongest 

returns. This means that the “financial markets slowly incorporate public historical 

information into prices and that the "sluggishness" appears to be concentrated in low-

volume, small, and thinly followed firms” (Piotroski, 2000).  

In the limitations section of the paper, Piotroski mentions that the paper might 

potentially have a data snooping bias. As the author highlights “the financial signals used 

in this paper are dependent, to some degree, on previously documented results; such a 

bias could adversely affect the out-of-sample predictive ability of the strategy” (Piotroski, 

2000).  

 

4.2 “Value versus Growth: The International Evidence” by Eugene F. 
Fama and Kenneth R. French (1998) 

In this important research paper, Fama and French extend their research on the value 

premium by taking a look at international markets. The authors have two main research 

questions presented in their paper. First “Is there a value premium in markets outside 

the United States?” (Fama and French, 1998). Second “If so, does it conform to a risk 

model like the one that seems to describe U.S. returns?” (Fama and French, 1998).  

In order to study the presented questions, the authors use data from the United States 

and twelve major EAFE countries (Fama and French, 1998).  The data includes returns 

on market, value and growth portfolios (Fama and French, 1998). More specifically the 

U.S. portfolios use all NYSE, AMEX, and Nasdaq stocks with the relevant CRSP and 

COMPUSTAT data (Fama and French, 1998). For the data for major markets outside the 

U.S. the authors retrieve price data from the electronic version of Morgan Stanley's 

Capital International Perspectives (MSCI) (Fama and French, 1998).  The authors 

confirm in their data section that their sample is survivorship bias free (Fama and 

French, 1998).  
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In the study, portfolios are formed on four different value metrics, B/M, E/P, C/P, and 

D/P (Fama and French, 1998). The portfolio formation method is the following 

“portfolios are formed at the end of each calendar year from 1974 to 1994, and returns 

are calculated for the following year” (Fama and French, 1998). Due to the availability 

date for accounting data being less clear-cut for COMPUSTAT than for MSCI, the returns 

on the U.S. portfolios are calculated in the beginning of July, six months after the 

portfolio formation (Fama and French, 1998).  

The findings of Fama and French (1998) in this study further strengthened the 

preexisting notion that the value premium is not specific to the U.S market. The key 

findings of the authors can be summarized as follows. Value stocks tend to have higher 

returns in the international markets that growth stocks (Fama and French, 1998). 

Portfolios formed on book-to-market equity, show a value premium in twelve of thirteen 

major markets during the 1975-1995 period, with “the difference between average 

returns on global portfolios of high and low B/M stocks being 7.68 percent per year” 

(Fama and French, 1998). In a similar way, value portfolios created on the other 

parameters’ earnings/price, cash flow/price and dividend/ price also showed a value 

premium in emerging markets (Fama and French, 1998). The smallest average spread 

between value and growth returns in the international market was found to be 5.56% per 

year for the D/P portfolios (Fama and French, 1998).  

To sum up, besides finding a significant value premium in almost all of the international 

markets studied, Fama and French (1998) acknowledge that due to the high volatility of 

emerging market returns “asset pricing tests for emerging markets are quite imprecise” 

so they do not report any (Fama and French, 1998). Finally, the authors acknowledge 

that an international Capital asset pricing model “cannot explain the value premium in 

international returns, but a one-state-variable international ICAPM or in other words a 

two-factor APT, explains returns with the global market return and a risk factor for 

relative distress captures the value premium in country and global returns” (Fama and 

French, 1998). 
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4.3 “Performance of the Value Strategies in the Finnish Stock Markets” 
by E. Pätäri and T. Leivo (2009) 

Since this thesis is focused on the Finnish stock Market, it is important to review relevant 

literature focusing on the same market. In their 2009 study Pätäri and Leivo examine 

the performance of various value strategies in the Finnish stock market during the 1993-

2008 period. The authors create portfolios on “six individual valuation ratios - E/P, 

EBITDA/EV, CF/P, D/P, B/P, and S/P - and eight composite value measures” (Pätäri 

and Leivo, 2009).   

In their study, the authors test the performance of the portfolios using several 

performance metrics including the Sharpe ratio, the adjusted Sharpe Ratio, the Jensen 

alpha and a 2-factor alpha (Pätäri and Leivo, 2009). The portfolio formation procedure 

is different than the one followed by Fama and French in their studies since the authors 

create only three equally weighted portfolios. The holding period used in the study is one 

year and rebalancing occurs annually. In order to avoid survivorship bias, Pätäri and 

Leivo include in their sample companies that were delisted during the observation 

period. In case companies have dual class shares then the series with the highest liquidity 

is considered in this study (Pätäri and Leivo, 2009). 

The findings of the author confirm the existence of a value premium in the Finnish stock 

market that cannot be explained by the size factor (Pätäri and Leivo, 2009). For the 

sample analyzed, the dividend yield was the most successful selection criterion of the six 

individual valuation ratios examined (Pätäri and Leivo, 2009). Regarding the value 

metric with the highest alpha, EBITDA/EV criterion performs the best (Pätäri and Leivo, 

2009). By analyzing the performance comparison between value and glamour portfolios 

the authors highlight “the advantages of using composite value measures. Their 

performance difference is significant based on 7 out of 8 composite value measures no 

matter what performance metrics is employed” (Pätäri and Leivo, 2009).  

The authors also examine the performance of value portfolios on an annual basis and 

show that there are occasional time-periods when the value premium is negative (Pätäri 

and Leivo, 2009). This is an interesting finding since it allows for further analysis on the 

performance of value stocks during bear and bull market periods. Additionally, the 

effects of momentum on value stocks can be further analyzed when looking at shorter 

time periods (Pätäri and Leivo, 2009). 
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To summarize, in this paper the authors show that the value premium is present in the 

Finnish stock market and add to an extensive literature on the field. The composite 

measures created in this paper add an interesting twist to the subject and enhance the 

portfolio formation technique. However, a major limitation in this study is that the 

performance of the portfolios is examined through a 2-factor model and not with multi-

factor models which include more factors. Even though the Fama and French five-factor 

model was not yet available during the time the study was conducted, Carhart’s four-

factor model could have been utilized. 

 

4.4 “Digesting anomalies: An Investment Approach” by Kewei Hou, Chen 
Xue & Lu Zhang (2015) 

In this paper Hou, Chen and Zhang follow an innovative approach and show that an 

empirical q-factor model consisting of four factors, largely summarizes the cross section 

of average stock returns. In an approach different to that of Fama and French, they show 

that the factors need in their model are a market factor, a size factor, an investment factor 

and a profitability factor. In order to arrive to such a conclusion, they examine nearly 80 

anomalies and highlight that that about “half of the anomalies are insignificant in the 

broad cross section”.  

As the authors state, the traditional approach in asset pricing is to “look for common 

factors from the consumption side of the economy” (e.g., Breeden, Gibbons, and 

Litzenberger 1989). In this paper however, the authors “exploit a direct link between 

stock returns and firm characteristics from the production side, following Cochrane 

(1991). Berk, Green, and Naik (1999); Carlson, Fisher, and Giammarino (2004); and 

Zhang (2005) they construct fully specified dynamic models for the cross section of 

expected stock returns”. This approach reveals two things. First that the asset pricing 

models that are commonly used in research such as the Fama-French three or five-factor 

models or Carhart’s four-factor model are not the only options available. Second it 

reveals the connection between different factors and how some factors can potentially 

have explanatory power over other factors.  

This study offers an alternative way of viewing the value premium which is the central 

concept of this paper. The authors state that their results suggest that the value premium 

is “consistent with the negative investment-return relation”. They offer a very interesting 

discussion on B/P and valuation ratios in general. “High valuation ratios often result 
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from a stream of positive shocks on fundamentals, and low valuation ratios from a 

stream of negative shocks on fundamentals. High valuation ratios of growth firms can 

manifest as high long-term prior returns, and low valuation ratios of value firms as low 

long-term prior returns. As such, firms with high long-term prior returns should invest 

more and earn lower expected returns than firms with low long-term prior returns, 

meaning that the investment channel also helps interpret the De Bondt and Thaler 

(1985) long-term reversal effect”.  

By viewing the value premium over a different lens one can understand that the approach 

followed in this study is one of the many available and not the only option that a 

researcher can follow. Finally, an important thing to note is that the study of Hou et. al. 

is not limited on the findings discussed above. The paper analyses many other aspects of 

the topic which are however not covered in this analysis since they are not relevant to the 

subject of this thesis. 
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5 DATA 

This chapter introduces the data of the thesis. The chapter starts with the Data 

Description and the calculation of the F-Score. The next chapter follows the portfolio 

formation as well as data related to the factor models that are implemented in this 

research paper. The descriptive statistics are presented in the results section due to the 

nature of this study. 

 

5.1 Data Description 

The data used in this study consists of monthly return data for the time period 1995 – 

2019 for individual companies, a total of 24 years. The data was obtained from the 

Thomson Reuters Datastream database. The monthly return time series consists of all 

non-financial stocks quoted on the main list in the Helsinki Stock Exchange. Financial 

companies and banks are excluded due to their different reporting standards. Companies 

listed on the First North exchange are also excluded to account for possible illiquidity 

issues. As a proxy for returns, the total return index was used for all companies, which 

accounts for dividends, splits and other capitalization issues. The return time series 

starts on the first of June of each year, to account for look-ahead bias and to make sure 

that financial statement data are available to the investors. The total amount of 

companies in the sample for which return data is available is 198. This also includes 

companies that have exited the stock exchange for e.g. due to being delisted or going 

bankrupt. 

The proxy for market return is the capped OMX Helsinki gross index for which data was 

downloaded from the Thomson Reuters Datastream database. The capped index limits 

the weightings of the companies included so that the maximum weighting for a single 

company is capped at 10%. The gross index accounts for dividends, splits and other 

events related to the return and assumes all dividends to be reinvested to the stocks. The 

market return characteristics and indexed development (base = 100) are shown in figure 

1. Due to the relatively long time period of 24 years used in this study, there can be seen 

several bull and bear periods throughout the time period. An important note here is that 

variation in returns and market cycles is an important element that should be present in 

studies that use asset pricing models since it provides more accurate results. The market 

return is used as a benchmark return for which the strategy’s returns are compared to. 
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Figure 1 Indexed development of the capped OMX Helsinki GI during the study period 
06/1995 – 05/2019 
 

The risk-free rate consists of a combination of one-month Helibor (until 12/1998) and 

Euribor (from 01/1999). The data for Helibor was downloaded from the Finnish Central 

Bank’s database and the data for Euribor from datastream. Even though in reality, no 

true risk-free rates exist, interbank offered rates (IBOR) can be considered to be proxies 

for the risk-free rate. IBOR rates are used by banks when lending to other banks for 

short-term loans. As seen in the global financial crisis, even major banks can go bankrupt 

and thus the rates cannot be recognized to be truly risk-free but are commonly used as 

proxies (e.g. Leivo, Pätäri & Kilpiä, 2009). The aforementioned risk-free rates are used 

in the Sharpe ratio calculations as well as in the factor models used in this study. 

Additionally, annual financial statement data and monthly share price data were 

obtained for individual companies in order to calculate the value ratios as well as the F-

Scores for years 1993 to 2018. All value ratios have been calculated using previous year’s 

annual fiscal year accounting data and the price or enterprise value at the time of 

portfolio formation. A more detailed explanation of how the F-Scores are formed is 

presented in the next subchapter. The final sample size ranges from 68 companies in 

1995 to 120 companies in 2018 for the value ratios. For the F-Score’s the sample ranges 

from 20 companies in 1995 to 101 companies in 2018. The number of companies 

gradually increases throughout the study period. 
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5.1.1 Factor data 

The factor data for all the factor models used in this study is obtained from the Kenneth 

French Online Library. This study utilizes the readily available European Factors. The 

reasoning behind this choice has two motivating elements. First, that it removes the need 

for the creation of new factors. Second, because companies are becoming more and more 

international with a larger amount of their revenue coming from international 

operations, the relevance of the European factors is very high. Finally, the data was 

adjusted to account for the currency difference.   

 

5.2 Calculating the F-Scores 

In this chapter the calculation of F-scores is presented. The procedure follows the 

approach of Piotroski (2000), with slight differences due to data availability. The 

differences can be considered to be quite minimal as the underlying variables are similar 

in nature. This is expected to have no effect on the F-Scores calculated to be used in this 

study. 

The general procedure is as follows. The nine variables are calculated based on the 

accounting data collected for all companies included in the sample. The accounting data 

is selected to reflect the selections made in the original paper as closely as possible. The 

variables are then calculated on a yearly basis, using previous year(s) accounting data to 

avoid look-ahead bias. Data for all nine variables is required in order for the F-score to 

be calculated for a specific company. In the case that there are too many companies with 

the same F-Score, market cap at the time of portfolio formation is used as the deciding 

factor in order to rank the companies properly. Companies with a larger market cap are 

considered of higher quality, therefore they are ranked higher. The monthly market cap 

data was obtained from datastream. The variables used in this study and their definitions 

are presented in table 2. 

Variables in the profitability category use the same components as Piotroski (2000), 

except for CFO, which uses “net cash flow from operating activities” instead of “cash flow 

from operations”. Leverage, liquidity and source of funds variables have some 

differences to the original paper. As proxy for leverage, the historical change in the ratio 

of total debt to total capital is used in the variable ∆LEVER. For EQ_OFFER the change 
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in number of shares between current and previous fiscal year is used. Variables in the 

operating efficiency category follow the same principles as in the original paper. 

Table 2 F-Score variables and definitions 
Deviations from the original paper are highlighted with boldface text. 

Category Variable Definition 

Profitability 

1. ROA Net income before extraordinary items, scaled by beginning-of-the-year 

total assets. One if positive, zero otherwise. 

2. CFO Net cash flow from operating activities, scaled by beginning-of-the-

year total assets. One if positive, zero otherwise. 

3. ∆ROA Current year’s ROA less the prior year’s ROA. If ∆ROA > 0, the indicator 

variable equals one, zero otherwise. 

4. ACCRUAL Current year’s net income before extraordinary items less net cash flow 

from operating activities, scaled by beginning-of-the-year assets. One 

if CFO > ROA, zero otherwise. 

Leverage, 

liquidity, and 

source of funds 

5. ∆LEVER Historical change in the ratio of total debt to total capital. One if the 

firm’s leverage ratio fell in the year preceding portfolio formation, zero if 

the leverage ratio rose. 

6. ∆LIQUID Historical change in the firm’s current ratio between the current and prior 

year. If ∆LIQUID > 0, the indicator variable equals one, zero otherwise. 

7. EQ_OFFER Equals one if the firm’s number of shares did not increase in the year 

preceding portfolio formation, zero otherwise. 

Operating 

efficiency 

8. ∆MARGIN Firm’s current gross margin ratio less the prior year’s gross margin ratio. 

If ∆MARGIN > 0, the indicator variable equals one, zero otherwise. 

9. ∆TURN Firm’s current year asset turnover ratio less the prior year’s asset turnover 

ratio. If ∆TURN > 0, the indicator variable equals one, zero otherwise. 
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5.3 Portfolio formation 

In this chapter the portfolio formation method is presented. First the portfolio formation 

of the Value Portfolios is discussed. Second the combined Value-Quality portfolios are 

presented.  

 

5.3.1 Value Portfolios 

The Value portfolios of this study are formed on four different Value ratios, E/P, B/P, 

D/P and EBITDA/EV. Inverses of the ratios are used to account for negative values and 

to form a unified series when ranking the stocks with the metrics. The portfolio formation 

technique is simple and is based on sorting all the companies each year on one individual 

ratio, starting with the firms with the highest values. Companies that are missing values 

and do not have enough data for the value ratio formed are dropped. The rest of the 

companies are then divided into five quintile portfolios. The firms with the highest values 

on the ratio used end up on the first quintile portfolio, Q1, and the rest are ranked 

accordingly up to portfolio Q5 which includes the firms with the lowest values. An 

important detail here is that in case the firms of single year cannot be equally divided 

between the five portfolios, portfolios Q1 and Q5 are formed so they have an equal 

number of firms. Excess firms are then distributed to one of the three portfolios left, Q2, 

Q3 or Q4.  

In order ensure that the study is free of biases, specific portfolio formation procedures 

have been utilized. First, and in order to account for survivorship bias, companies that 

have gone bankrupt or delisted are included in the study. In case a firm gets delisted 

during the time it is included in one of the portfolios of the study, the funds are 

distributed equally to all the companies of the portfolio in the next month after the event. 

Moreover, the portfolios are formed during June, following the common approach of 

Fama and French (1998) in order to ensure that the information that are used to form 

the portfolios are available to investors and that the sample is look-ahead bias free. 

Finally, the holding period used in this study is one year. Portfolios are rebalanced once 

a year each June. The portfolios are equally weighted in the beginning of each holding 

period and are long only.  
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5.3.2 Combined Portfolios  

The procedure followed in the creation of the combined portfolios is similar to the 

individual ratios with the only difference being that the companies are double sorted on 

both one of the four Value ratios used in the study, as well as the F-Score. Following the 

methodology used in the Magic Formula of Greenblatt, firms are ranked on both metrics 

and then the rankings are summed. The portfolios with the higher or lower ranks 

depending on the ranking method used are divided into the five quintile portfolios. Firms 

with the highest F-Score and Value ratio values end up in the Q1 High Quality-Value 

portfolio.   

Similarly, to the individual ratios, the combined portfolios are formed on June of each 

year and the holding period is one year. This ensures that the study is free of lookahead 

bias as all the information used is available to investors during the time the portfolios 

are formed. Again, delisted and bankrupt companies are included in order to account for 

survivorship bias. 

 

5.4 Transaction costs 

This study tests an investment strategy. Therefore, one can expect the effect of 

transaction costs to be either accounted for in the results or alternatively discussed. The 

approach of this thesis is more theoretical, so a detail calculation of transactions costs is 

not included. The investment strategy tested in this paper covers a long time period of 

24 years, 1995-2019 in a relatively small stock market. This has two major implications 

in the calculation of transaction costs. First, the change of transaction costs over the years 

and the fact that small stock markets such as the Finnish stock market had very high 

transaction costs before the 21st century. As a summary, the effect of transaction costs in 

the returns presented in the study would have been higher during the first years and 

lower during the latter years analysed in this paper. 
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6 METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter various topics related to the methodology used in the paper are presented. 

First the risk-return relationship is discussed as a key concept in finance. In the next 

chapter additional risk and return measures such as the Sharpe Ratio and the Jobson-

Korkie-Memmel Z-test are introduced. Later in the chapter the regression models that 

are used as the main performance assessment tools of this research are presented 

together with the statistical hypothesis formation. Finally, model diagnostic tests are 

conducted. 

 

6.1 Return and risk 

The relationship between return and risk has been in the centre of attention for decades 

in finance literature (e.g. Fama and MacBeth, 1973; Mendelson, Amihud and 

Christensen, 1993; Guo and Whitelaw, 2006). There is ongoing debate about the 

apparently weak or negative relationship between risk, conditional variance, and 

expected returns in the aggregate stock market (Guo and Whitelaw, 2006). Since this 

paper examines the performance of an investment strategy the risk return relationship 

is of major importance.    

This study utilises basic risk-return measures such as the average portfolio return and 

standard deviation in order to analyse the performance of the proposed investment 

strategy. In addition to these basic metrics, the Sharpe Ratio is used to assess the risk 

adjusted performance of the strategy. The Jobson-Korkie-Memmel Z-test is applied in 

order to test the difference between two Sharpe Ratios. Besides the above-mentioned 

metrics, asset pricing models are used as the main performance evaluation tool of the 

study.  

 

6.1.1 The Sharpe Ratio 

Introduced by Nobel Prize Winner William Sharpe in 1966, the Sharpe Ratio measures 

the performance of mutual funds and portfolios. It introduced the term “reward to 

variability ratio” to describe its utility (Sharpe, 1994). The ratio helps investors 

understand the return of an investment compared to its risk. The ratio is comprised by 
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the average return earned in excess of the risk-free rate per unit of volatility or total risk 

(Sharpe, 1994): 

𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑝𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
(𝑟𝑖−𝑟𝑓)

σ𝑖
  

The Sharpe ratio is used in this study as an additional metric for measuring the risk 

adjusted performance of the quintile portfolios created in this study.   

 

6.1.2 Jobson-Korkie-Memmel Z-test 

Jobson and Korkie (1981) developed the z-test which allows investors to compare the 

Sharpe Ratio of two different portfolios. This study utilizes the Memmel (2003) version 

of the test. The z-test is used to test the statistical difference of a specific ratio’s value and 

growth portfolios’ Sharpe ratios as well as the difference of all quintiles compared to the 

market portfolio. If the portfolio’s z-value is higher than the comparable portfolio’s it 

means that there is a larger deviance compared to the comparable portfolios Sharpe 

ratio. The z-test statistic is obtained from the following formula: 

𝑍𝐽𝐾 =
𝑐𝐽𝐾(û)

√𝜃
=

𝜎𝑛𝜇𝑖 − 𝜎𝑖𝜇𝑛

√𝜃
. 

where 𝜇𝑖 is portfolio i’s mean return, 𝜇𝑛 is portfolio n’s mean return, 𝜎𝑖 is portfolio i’s 

standard deviation, 𝜎𝑛 is portfolio n’s standard deviation and 𝜃 is the asymptotic 

variance. The asymptotic variance is obtained from the following formula: 

𝜃 =
1

𝑇
[2𝜎𝑖

2𝜎𝑛
2 − 2𝜎𝑖 𝜎𝑛 𝜎𝑖𝑛 +

1

2
𝜇𝑖

2𝜎𝑛
2 +

1

2
𝜇𝑛

2𝜎𝑖
2 −

𝜇𝑖𝜇𝑛𝜎𝑖𝑛

𝜎𝑖𝜎𝑛
], 

where T is the number of observations and 𝜎𝑖𝑛 is the covariance of returns for portfolios 

i and n. Rest of the symbols are the same as above. 
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6.2 Regression models 

As discussed earlier in this paper, this study utilises asset pricing models as the main 

performance evaluation tool of the study. In chapter 3, all four of the asset pricing models 

of the study are presented and discussed in detail. The corresponding regression models 

are presented below: 

For the Capital Asset Pricing Model: 

𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓𝑡 =  𝛼𝑖 +  𝛽𝑖(𝑅𝑚𝑡 −  𝑅𝑓𝑡) +  𝜀𝑖𝑡 ,  

where 𝑅𝑖 − 𝑅𝑓 is the excess return of asset i, 𝛼𝑖 is the intercept, 𝛽𝑖 is the market beta and 

𝜀𝑖 is the error term.  

  For the Fama and French three-factor Model: 

𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓𝑡 =  𝛼𝑖 +  𝛽𝑖(𝑅𝑚𝑡 −  𝑅𝑓𝑡) + 𝑠𝑖𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡  + ℎ𝑖𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 +  𝜀𝑖𝑡 , 

where 𝑠𝑖 is the beta of the size factor and ℎ𝑖 is the beta of the value factor.  

For the Carhart four-factor model: 

𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓𝑡 =  𝛼𝑖 +  𝛽𝑖(𝑅𝑚𝑡 −  𝑅𝑓𝑡) + 𝑠𝑖𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡  + ℎ𝑖𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 + 𝑚𝑖𝑀𝑂𝑀 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡 , 

where 𝑚𝑖 is the beta of the momentum factor. 

For the Fama and French five-factor Model:  

𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓𝑡 =  𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖(𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓𝑡) + 𝑠𝑖𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡  + ℎ𝑖𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 + 𝑟𝑖𝑅𝑀𝑊𝑡 + 𝑐𝑖𝐶𝑀𝐴𝑡 +  𝜀𝑖𝑡 , 

where 𝑟𝑖 is the beta for the profitability factor and 𝑐𝑖 is the beta for the investment 

factor. 

Additionally, the alpha spread between Q1 and Q5 will be tested by running the 

corresponding regressions on a simultaneous equations model estimated by ordinary 

least squares, and by applying general restrictions to test whether the difference of the 

alphas is significant. The test statistic is obtained from a chi-squared test. 
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6.2.1 Hypothesis formulation 

This paper examines two main themes. The performance of individual portfolios formed 

on Value metrics and the performance of combined portfolios that are double sorted on 

Value and F-Score. In order to form the research hypotheses of this study, previous 

literature on the topic must be considered.  

Starting with the value portfolios, the large literature stream on the value premium and 

the value anomaly both on U.S. and International Markets imply that, in this study as 

well, one can expect value to outperform the market as well as growth. Literature on the 

field has shown that the value premium exists persistently in most stock markets of the 

world (Fama and French, 1998). Additionally, previous studies on the Finnish stock 

market confirm that a value premium exists. Based on theory and previous research, the 

research hypothesis regarding the individual portfolios is formed as follows: 

H1: The value portfolios are expected to yield significant positive risk-

adjusted returns 

As discussed in the previous chapter, this study uses asset pricing models as its main 

performance assessment tool. Therefore, the statistical hypothesis can be formed as 

follows regarding the performance of the individual ratio portfolios: 

𝑯𝟎: 𝜶 = 𝟎 

𝑯𝟏: 𝜶 ≠ 𝟎 

The null hypothesis states that the regression alpha is equal to zero and the alternative 

hypothesis is that the regression alpha is not equal to zero. If the null hypothesis is 

rejected, the model is not able to explain the portfolio returns. In contrast to the research 

hypothesis, it is expected that the null hypothesis is rejected regarding value portfolios 

Q1 and Q2 and that the estimated alpha is positive. 

Regarding the research hypothesis of the combined portfolios, strong evidence exists 

that the F-Score should enhance even further the performance of value portfolios 

(Piotroski, 2000). Therefore, a similar research hypothesis is formed regarding the 

combined portfolios: 

H2: The combined portfolios are expected to yield significant positive risk-

adjusted returns 
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Since a similar methodology is followed, the statistical hypothesis remains the same on 

the combined portfolios: 

𝑯𝟎: 𝜶 = 𝟎 

𝑯𝟏: 𝜶 ≠ 𝟎 

Again, the null hypothesis is expected to be rejected regarding high Value-Quality 

portfolios Q1 and Q2, and the portfolios are expected to have positive and statistically 

significant alpha values.  

6.2.2 Model diagnostics 

Model diagnostic tests were conducted on all the models used in the paper. The analysis 

of the results of this research indicated signs of heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation. 

In order to tackle the potential issues caused by these findings, robust standard errors 

are used in all the regression models of the paper (Newey and West, 1987). By doing so, 

the author ensures that the study is conducted properly, and the results of the paper are 

valid and statistically accurate.  
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7 RESULTS 

In this chapter the results of the study are presented. In the first chapter descriptive 

statistics on the portfolios formed in the paper are shown. In the second chapter the 

results of the regressions on the value portfolios are presented. The findings are 

demonstrated separately for each individual value ratio. The third chapter introduces the 

results of the F-Score. Finally, the results of the combined portfolios are presented. The 

chapter concludes with a summary on all the aforementioned results.    

 

7.1 Descriptive statistics  

The descriptive statistics for the portfolios are presented in this chapter. First, the 

descriptive statistics for the individual ratios are presented. After which the statistics are 

presented for the combined portfolios. 

 

7.1.1 Individual ratio portfolios 

Table 3 presents the key descriptive statistics for the individual ratios used in this study. 

Starting from the average annual returns, one can observe that in half of the cases Value 

portfolios Q1 have the highest average annual return values, with the exception of E/P 

and D/P ratios. The highest average annual return was observed at the Q3 portfolio of 

the E/P ratio, being 14.7%, while the lowest one was observed at the growth portfolio Q5 

of the EBITDA/EV ratio (2.8%). Portfolios formed on F-Score fared also well in terms of 

average return. The quality portfolio Q1 had an average return of 13.75%, while the Q3 

neutral portfolio had an average return of 12.94%. 

Annual volatility is measured by standard deviation. A similar pattern to the average 

annual returns was observed with Value portfolios generally having lower volatility when 

compared to the growth portfolios. This can be partly expected since growth stocks are 

famously more volatile in nature. An exception to this pattern was observed in the B/P 

ratio in which the Value portfolio Q1 was the most volatile of the reported quintiles.   

When moving to a more complete risk-adjusted picture however, a clear pattern can be 

spotted on the Sharpe Ratios of Q1 Value Portfolios. In all the cases, except B/P, Q1 

portfolios showcase the highest Sharpe Value, with EBITDA/EV ratio having the highest 

value in the sample (0.82). The portfolios formed on the F-Score yielded also high risk-
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adjusted returns measured by the Sharpe ratio. Q1 quality portfolio had a Sharpe ratio of 

0.81 and the neutral Q3 portfolio had also a high Sharpe ratio of 0.72. 

Table 3 Descriptive statistics for individual ratio portfolios 
Average annualized return and annualized volatility in percentage, monthly minimum and maximum in 

percentage, skewness, kurtosis, annualized Sharpe ratio and comparisons of different Sharpe ratios for 

individual portfolio quintiles. Proxy for the market return is the capped OMXH gross index return. Proxy for 

the risk-free rate is the combined series of one-month Helibor and Euribor. 288 monthly observations. 

 

 

z-value (p-val) z-value (p-val)

Earnings-to-Price

Q1 13.73 17.67 -15.65 19.82 -0.10 4.41 0.79 2.23** (0.03)

Q2 9.82 15.93 -14.05 13.16 -0.31 3.95 0.63 1.18 (0.24)

Q3 14.7 22.53 -18.08 69.57 3.87 44.38 0.66 0.91 (0.36)

Q4 8.69 19.24 -20.19 30.72 0.34 6.18 0.46 0.20 (0.84)

Q5 4.75 25.45 -20.31 30.03 0.63 4.63 0.20 2.05** (0.04)

Book-to-Price

Q1 13.88 24.72 -15.99 65.09 2.92 25.29 0.57 0.43 (0.67)

Q2 11.09 17.78 -18.30 22.56 0.15 5.36 0.64 1.06 (0.29)

Q3 9.06 17.03 -15.53 14.97 -0.22 4.13 0.55 0.42 (0.68)

Q4 10.39 18.54 -16.43 18.46 -0.08 4.14 0.57 0.60 (0.55)

Q5 7.33 22.35 -25.05 35.53 0.22 6.91 0.34 1.30 (0.19)

Dividend-to-Price

Q1 12.05 15.12 -17.26 13.23 -0.52 5.08 0.81 2.41** (0.02)

Q2 12.29 16.61 -13.84 22.91 0.03 5.17 0.75 2.13** (0.03)

Q3 11.04 17.72 -15.44 21.54 0.02 4.84 0.64 1.10 (0.27)

Q4 8.52 19.77 -22.53 23.30 0.12 4.94 0.44 0.38 (0.70)

Q5 7.38 29.29 -20.65 65.45 1.96 15.20 0.26 1.32 (0.19)

Enterprise Value-to-EBITDA

Q1 14.41 17.79 -19.12 17.97 -0.05 4.52 0.82 2.33** (0.02)

Q2 13.34 16.6 -15.70 18.06 0.01 4.38 0.82 2.52*** (0.01)

Q3 12.02 24.09 -16.35 73.31 3.91 42.66 0.51 0.11 (0.91)

Q4 8.24 17.18 -20.47 19.63 -0.34 4.49 0.49 0.03 (0.98)

Q5 2.8 25.04 -18.34 35.79 0.79 6.13 0.12 2.51*** (0.01)

Q1 13.75 17.33 -15.61 18.82 -0.40 1.88 0.81 2.54*** (0.01)

Q2 9.77 22.06 -29.45 29.23 -0.34 7.49 0.45 0.26 (0.80)

Q3 12.94 18.43 -18.73 16.21 -0.22 3.87 0.72 1.67* (0.09)

Q4 8.14 19.16 -20.22 21.08 0.23 4.25 0.44 0.35 (0.73)

Q5 9.01 27.38 -19.33 58.27 2.54 18.63 0.34 0.86 (0.39)

Market 

return
12.06 20.46 -20.85 27.23 0.49

Risk-

free rate
2.01 0.51 -0.03 0.50

*) Significant at 10% level, **) Significant at 5% level,***) Significant at 1% level

F-Score

Qi vs. market

Average 

annualized 

return

Annualized 

volatility
Skewness Kurtosis

Sharpe 

ratio Q1 vs. Q5

3.36*** (0.00)

1.16 (0.24)

(0.00)

3.91*** (0.00)

2.58*** (0.01)

Min Max

2.82***
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The above observations are confirmed by the Jobson-Korkie-Memmel (2003) test 

results. Again, in all the ratios except B/P, the Q1 Value portfolio beats the market as well 

as the Q5 growth portfolio. All the results of the Q1-Q5 comparison are statistically 

significant at the 1% level, while the results from the Q1-Market comparison are 

statistically significant at least at the 5% level, except from the B/P ratio which has been 

discussed previously.  Similar results can be seen for the portfolios formed on F-Score, 

with the Sharpe ratio of the Q1 high quality portfolio being statistically different from the 

Q5 low quality portfolio at the 1% level. 

The average annual return and volatility of the Q1 and Q5 portfolios have been plotted to 

figure 2, to better illustrate the difference in risk-return relationship. The x-axis 

represents annual volatility, while the y-axis represents the average annual return of the 

portfolios. As can be seen, there is clear pattern that the value portfolios are more 

inclined towards lower volatility, while having higher average annual returns. The same 

can be seen for the market portfolio. 

 

Figure 2 Risk-return relationship of value and growth portfolios 

 

The cumulative returns of the Q1 and Q5 portfolios are plotted in figure 3. A clear pattern 

can be seen as the Q1 value portfolios generate significantly higher cumulative returns 

than the Q5 growth portfolios. The cumulative returns start from 0 and the figure can be 

interpreted as a multiplier.  
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Figure 3 Cumulative returns of value and growth portfolios 1995 – 2019 
 

7.1.2 Combined portfolios 

Table 4 presents the key descriptive statistics for the combined portfolios used in this 

study. Starting again from the average annual returns, three out of the four combinations 

show that Q1 high quality-value portfolios have the highest returns. The highest return 

(15.01%) was in the Q3 neutral portfolio when the F-Score was combined with the B/P 

ratio. The lowest average return was in the Q5 low quality-growth portfolio of 

EBITDA/EV + F-Score, with the portfolio having a return of 3.01%. When looking at the 

annual volatilities, one can see that the Q1 portfolios have the lowest volatilities in all of 

the combinations tested. In contrast, Q5 portfolios had the highest volatility in all cases 

except on the Q5 portfolio formed on B/P ratio and F-Score. 

Moving to the risk-adjusted measures, a similar pattern can be seen as in the individual 

portfolios. The high quality-value portfolios have the highest risk-adjusted returns 

measured with the Sharpe ratio and the ratios lower when moving towards lower quality 

and growth. The highest Sharpe ratio of 0.92 was in the D/P + F-Score Q1 portfolio, 

which was also the highest one in this study overall. The Q1 portfolios formed on all the 

ratios managed to beat the market’s Sharpe ratio, when looking at the results from the 

Jobson-Korkie-Memmel test. Although, the difference of the B/P + F-Score Q1 portfolio 

compared to the market is barely significant, at the 10% level. The others are significant 
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at the 1% level.  The Q5 portfolios’ Sharpe ratios of E/P + F-Score and EBITDA/EV + F-

Score are also statistically different from the market, but the ratios are lower than that of 

the markets. All Q1 portfolios also beat their Q5 counterparts, with B/P + F-Score again 

at the 10% level and the other combinations at the 1% level. 

Table 4 Descriptive statistics for combined ratio portfolios 
Average annualized return and annualized volatility in percentage, monthly minimum and maximum in 

percentage, skewness, kurtosis, annualized Sharpe ratio and comparisons of different Sharpe ratios for 

individual portfolio quintiles. Proxy for the market return is the capped OMXH gross index return. Proxy for 

the risk-free rate is the combined series of one-month Helibor and Euribor. 288 monthly observations. 

 

 

z-value (p-val)z-value (p-val)

Earnings-to-Price + F-Score

Q1 13.84 16.76 -15.33 16.62 -0.27 4.16 0.84 2.67*** (0.01)

Q2 11.68 17.42 -21.22 17.11 -0.36 4.56 0.68 1.41 (0.16)

Q3 13.72 19.26 -17.23 21.95 -0.03 4.46 0.72 2.07** (0.04)

Q4 12.66 21.1 -20.06 40.22 1.47 11.72 0.61 0.76 (0.45)

Q5 3.32 22.92 -19.78 26.37 0.43 4.28 0.16 2.22** (0.03)

Book-to-Price + F-Score

Q1 12.14 16.84 -18.06 15.36 -0.18 4.30 0.74 1.68* (0.09)

Q2 9.44 17.97 -18.97 17.27 -0.30 3.98 0.54 0.36 (0.72)

Q3 15.01 22.32 -22.78 40.57 1.16 9.71 0.68 1.28 (0.20)

Q4 9.01 19.11 -18.71 24.93 0.20 6.01 0.48 0.05 (0.96)

Q5 9.38 21.53 -17.63 24.91 0.31 3.79 0.45 0.29 (0.77)

Dividend-to-Price + F-Score

Q1 14.4 15.88 -17.75 15.32 -0.49 4.40 0.92 3.12*** (0.00)

Q2 10.56 17.1 -20.82 14.28 -0.28 4.46 0.63 1.13 (0.26)

Q3 12.9 19.18 -19.41 25.61 -0.10 5.08 0.69 1.56 (0.12)

Q4 12.16 19.36 -20.24 18.83 0.01 4.13 0.64 1.11 (0.27)

Q5 5.32 27.41 -18.94 47.49 1.64 10.27 0.20 1.68* (0.09)

Enterprise Value-to-EBITDA + F-Score

Q1 14.66 16.35 -15.07 16.62 -0.14 3.81 0.91 2.92*** (0.00)

Q2 13.08 17.79 -22.42 19.70 -0.46 5.65 0.75 1.99* (0.05)

Q3 11.77 19.12 -19.28 17.97 -0.18 3.97 0.63 1.13 (0.26)

Q4 12.12 21.71 -16.86 40.96 1.36 11.09 0.57 0.55 (0.59)

Q5 3.01 23.46 -22.15 33.25 0.67 5.24 0.14 2.31** (0.02)

Market 

return
12.06 20.46 -20.85 27.23 0.49

Risk-

free rate
2.01 0.51 -0.03 0.50

*) Significant at 10% level, **) Significant at 5% level,***) Significant at 1% level

(0.00)4.37***

1.85*

Average 

annualized 

return

Annualized 

volatility
Skewness KurtosisMin Max

Sharpe 

ratio Qi vs. market Q1 vs. Q5

(0.06)

3.79*** (0.00)

(0.00)4.53***
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7.2 Value Investing 

In this section all the value ratios used in this paper are presented. Each ratio is 

introduced separately with the alpha values for all four asset pricing models used in this 

study shown in the table. Factor loadings are discussed in case there is a clear pattern in 

the results or a finding that is of theoretical importance. 

 

7.2.1 E/P 

In table 5 the alpha values for the E/P ratio can be seen.  

Table 5 Factor model regression results for portfolios formed on Earnings-to-Price 
Factor model regression alphas, adjusted R2, average alphas of all tested models and alpha spread between 

Q1 and Q5. Heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent robust standard errors were used. 288 

monthly observations from June 1995 to May 2019, 24 years in total. 

 

 

 

Looking at the results of the E/P ratio, portfolios Q1 and Q3 show the best performance 

over the time period of the study. The results are almost similar for all four asset pricing 

models. Value portfolios, Q1 and Q2, clearly outperform growth portfolios Q4 and Q5. 

Q1 results are statistically significant at the 1% level in all four asset pricing models and 

have the second highest alpha values. Portfolio Q3 has the highest alpha values in all of 

the models used in this study. Additionally, the spread between portfolios Q1 and Q5 was 

statistically significant at the 5% level. 

Portfolio Q2 has statistically significant alpha values (5%) in all asset pricing models 

except the Carhart’s four-factor model where the statistical significance is even higher at 

the 1% level. Finally, growth-oriented portfolios Q4 and Q5 have low and insignificant 

alpha values in all of the asset pricing models of the study.  

Spread (p-val)

Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Q1 - Q5

0.699*** 0.395** 0.820** 0.252 -0.160 0.859**

(3.348) (2.055) (2.034) (1.025) (-0.473) (0.03)

0.679*** 0.380** 0.845** 0.289 -0.145 0.824**

(3.305) (2.000) (2.359) (1.224) (-0.445) (0.04)

0.849*** 0.475*** 0.856** 0.260 -0.031 0.880**

(4.055) (2.630) (2.400) (1.140) (-0.096) (0.03)

0.758*** 0.424** 0.877*** 0.285 -0.066 0.824**

(4.094) (2.477) (2.590) (1.364) (-0.203) (0.04)

*) Significant at 10% level, **) Significant at 5% level,***) Significant at 1% level

0.403

0.362

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

0.272 -0.101

Five-factor alpha 0.423

0.420

0.417

0.389

0.547

0.528

0.529

0.496

0.364

0.269

0.600

0.594

0.587

0.588

0.564

Four-factor alpha

Three-factor alpha

Avg. alpha

One-factor alpha

Q5

0.543

0.522

0.524

0.746 0.419 0.850 0.847

Earnings-to-Price
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An interesting pattern observed in the results of the E/P ratio was the inability of the 

multifactor models at explaining the returns compared to the CAPM. More specifically 

the four and five-factor models had higher alpha values than the CAPM and the Fama 

and French three-factor model. A detailed discussion on this pattern is offered on the 

next chapter.    

 

7.2.2 B/P 

In the following table the alpha values for the B/P portfolios are presented. 

Table 6 Factor model regression results for portfolios formed on Book-to-Price 
Factor model regression alphas, adjusted R2, average alphas of all tested models and alpha spread between 

Q1 and Q5. Heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent robust standard errors were used. 288 

monthly observations from June 1995 to May 2019, 24 years in total. 

 

The B/P portfolios revealed a similar theme as with the E/P portfolios with value 

outperforming growth. Q1 portfolio, even though had high alpha values, the statistical 

significance was low (10% level) for the CAPM and the three-factor model. However, the 

spread of Q1 and Q5 portfolios was statistically significant for the CAPM. Portfolio Q2 

shows lower alpha values but the statistical significance is higher (5%) in all the models. 

Portfolio Q3 did not have any significant results in the CAPM and the Fama-French 

three-factor model but the results of the four and five-factor models where statistically 

significant at the 1% level. Finally, an interesting finding was the performance of portfolio 

Q4 which had both statistically significant (5% level) and high alpha values in all the asset 

pricing models of the study except from CAPM. Portfolio Q5 had very low alpha values 

with the results being insignificant in all of the asset pricing models used in this paper.  

Spread (p-val)

Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Q1 - Q5

0.730* 0.494** 0.330 0.395* 0.063 0.667***

(1.742) (2.066) (1.463) (1.749) (0.230) (0.00)

0.702* 0.454** 0.326 0.443** 0.135 0.567

(1.819) (1.977) (1.486) (2.019) (0.516) (0.20)

0.850** 0.559** 0.464** 0.479** 0.054 0.796*

(2.208) (2.408) (2.121) (2.274) (0.206) (0.08)

0.756** 0.514** 0.400** 0.508** 0.114 0.642

(2.030) (2.391) (2.055) (2.394) (0.455) (0.14)

*) Significant at 10% level, **) Significant at 5% level,***) Significant at 1% level

0.380

0.539

Five-factor alpha 0.339 0.516 0.549 0.584 0.546

0.760 0.505

Q3 Q4 Q5

0.491

0.515 0.568 0.537

0.516 0.530

Q1 Q2

Three-factor alpha 0.306 0.495

One-factor alpha 0.247 0.486

Avg. alpha

Four-factor alpha 0.312 0.502 0.529 0.568

0.456 0.092 0.668

Book-to-Price
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A similar pattern to the E/P ratios was observed in the B/P ratio with the results from 

the four and five-factor models having higher alpha values. The spread however in this 

case was not as large as in the E/P ratio.  

 

7.2.3 EBITDA/EV 

Table 7 shows the alpha values for the EBITDA/EV ratio. 

Table 7 Factor model regression results for portfolios formed on EBITDA/EV 
Factor model regression alphas, adjusted R2, average alphas of all tested models and alpha spread between 

Q1 and Q5. Heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent robust standard errors were used. 288 

monthly observations from June 1995 to May 2019, 24 years in total. 

 

The value portfolios formed on EBITDA/EV showed the best performance out of all the 

individual value ratios used in this thesis. Q1 Portfolio had very high alpha value which 

were highly significant (1%) in all of the asset pricing models used in the study. Q2 value 

portfolios also had high alpha values with statistical significance of 1% in all the asset 

pricing models.  

Contrary to the value portfolios, middle portfolio Q3 and growth portfolios Q4 and Q5 

did not show almost any statistical significance in their results with considerably lower 

alpha values, except from the results of the Q3 portfolio in the four and five-factor model. 

The EBITDA/EV ratio showed the highest spread among individual ratios with the 

results from the Q1 vs Q5 comparison being highly significant at the 1% level. Once again, 

a similar pattern was observed in the performance of the asset pricing models with CAPM 

and Fama-French three-factor model being able to explain the returns better than the 

four and five-factor models. To summarize in the findings of the EBITDA/EV, a very 

Spread (p-val)

Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Q1 - Q5

0.773*** 0.695*** 0.545 0.236 -0.314 1.087***

(3.277) (3.094) (1.367) (1.180) (-0.884) (0.00)

0.760*** 0.672*** 0.573 0.241 -0.265 1.025***

(3.310) (3.188) (1.590) (1.223) (-0.823) (0.00)

0.893*** 0.709*** 0.656* 0.294 -0.201 1.094***

(4.000) (3.423) (1.840) (1.438) (-0.649) (0.00)

0.842*** 0.714*** 0.610* 0.248 -0.197 1.039***

(4.125) (3.727) (1.784) (1.399) (-0.610) (0.00)

*) Significant at 10% level, **) Significant at 5% level,***) Significant at 1% level

0.548

0.531

0.531

0.523

0.508

0.490

0.479

0.442

0.435

0.436

0.389

0.618

0.585

0.584

0.568

0.409

0.378

0.378

0.296

Three-factor alpha

Q2 Q3 Q4

0.481

Q5

One-factor alpha

Q1

0.817 0.698 0.596 0.255Avg. alpha

Five-factor alpha

Four-factor alpha

1.061

Enterprise Value-to-EBITDA

-0.244
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clear pattern emerged with value portfolios showing highly significant risk-adjusted 

returns over the 24-year period of the study.    

 

7.2.4 D/P 

Table 8 showcases the results for the D/P portfolios. 

Table 8 Factor model regression results for portfolios formed on Dividend-to-Price 
Factor model regression alphas, adjusted R2, average alphas of all tested models and alpha spread between 

Q1 and Q5. Heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent robust standard errors were used. 288 

monthly observations from June 1995 to May 2019, 24 years in total. 

 

D/P portfolio results showed a similar pattern to the portfolios formed on EBITDA/EV 

but with slightly lower alpha values and an insignificant spread between Q1 and Q5. 

Value portfolio Q1 had high alpha values which were statistically significant at the 1% 

level in all models. Value portfolio Q2 showed an exactly similar pattern to portfolio Q1 

with slightly lower alpha values.  

The main difference between the results of the D/P and the EBITDA/EV ratio can be 

observed on the Q3 middle quintile portfolio. D/P Q3 portfolios had statistically 

significant alpha values, at least at the 5% level, in contrast to the Q3 EBITDA/EV 

portfolio. The alpha values were however lower. The CAPM and Fama-French three-

factor model were once again better at explaining the returns of the portfolios. Finally, 

growth portfolios Q4 and Q5 did not have any statistically significant results. An 

interesting finding can be seen in portfolio Q5 were the alpha value in the Fama-French 

five-factor model is higher than in the rest of the models used in this study. 

 

Spread (p-val)

Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Q1 - Q5

0.625*** 0.600*** 0.472** 0.206 0.059 0.566

(2.961) (3.081) (2.019) (0.899) (0.117) (0.22)

0.607*** 0.587*** 0.458** 0.250 0.099 0.508

(2.915) (3.079) (2.030) (1.098) (0.232) (0.24)

0.707*** 0.710*** 0.555** 0.308 0.109 0.598

(3.357) (3.740) (2.502) (1.308) (0.263) (0.18)

0.675*** 0.648*** 0.507** 0.270 0.139 0.536

(3.885) (3.684) (2.452) (1.277) (0.330) (0.22)

*) Significant at 10% level, **) Significant at 5% level,***) Significant at 1% level

0.386

0.292One-factor alpha 0.542 0.526 0.533

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5

0.525

Avg. alpha

Five-factor alpha 0.394

Four-factor alpha 0.533 0.552 0.537 0.558

Three-factor alpha 0.524 0.541 0.531 0.558 0.388

0.654 0.636 0.498 0.259 0.102

0.579

0.552

Dividend-to-Price

0.565 0.573 0.549
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7.3 F-Score 

Before moving to the combined Value-Quality portfolios, the performance of portfolios 

created only on F-Score are presented in table 9. 

Table 9 Factor model regression results for portfolios formed on F-Score 
Factor model regression alphas, adjusted R2, average alphas of all tested models and alpha spread between 

Q1 and Q5. Heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent robust standard errors were used. 288 

monthly observations from June 1995 to May 2019, 24 years in total. 

 

Even though Piotroski’s (2000) F-Score was intended to improve the performance of 

Value portfolios, the results of this study show that portfolios formed individually on F-

Score have high risk-adjusted returns measured by the alpha values. High Quality 

portfolio Q1 has high alpha values which are statistically significant at the 1% level in all 

the models of the study.  

Portfolios Q2, Q4 and Q5 did not show any interesting findings with relatively low alpha 

values and statistically insignificant results. The spread between Q1 and Q5 portfolios 

was insignificant regardless of the relatively poor performance of the Q5 portoflio. 

Portfolio Q3 however, shows strong results that are statistically significant at least at the 

5% level in all of the models of the study, with even the Fama and French five-factor 

model being unable to explain the risk-adjusted returns of the portfolio. To the authors 

knowledge, this is one of the first studies to test the performance of the F-Score 

individually in a European Market. In the next chapter the F-Score is combined with the 

four different value ratios used in this thesis. 

   

Spread (p-val)

Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Q1 - Q5

0.708*** 0.295 0.605** 0.243 0.256 0.452

(2.902) (1.063) (2.514) (0.987) (0.633) (0.32)

0.704*** 0.296 0.590** 0.223 0.258 0.446

(2.853) (1.035) (2.550) (0.937) (0.649) (0.32)

0.741*** 0.404 0.705*** 0.343 0.338 0.403

(3.117) (1.252) (2.894) (1.445) (0.834) (0.38)

0.735*** 0.300 0.680*** 0.329 0.284 0.451

(3.316) (1.106) (3.008) (1.456) (0.758) (0.32)

*) Significant at 10% level, **) Significant at 5% level,***) Significant at 1% level

One-factor alpha 0.528 0.452 0.544 0.426 0.267

Three-factor alpha

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5

Four-factor alpha 0.524 0.452 0.555 0.433

0.525 0.448 0.547 0.426

Avg. alpha

Five-factor alpha 0.546 0.470 0.568 0.453 0.281

0.722 0.324 0.645 0.285 0.284

0.279

0.279

0.438

F-Score
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7.4 Combined Portfolios 

In this chapter the results of the combined portfolios are presented. Combinations of the 

F-Score with all four value ratios used in the study are shown. As discussed earlier, the 

portfolio formation is based on a double sorting technique where the firms are ranked 

both on a value metric and the F-Score and then the combined portfolio is created using 

those two variables. The focus on the presentation of the results is on the potential 

improvement that the F-Score offers to the individual value ratios used in this paper.  

 

7.4.1 E/P & F-Score 

Table 10 shows the results of the first combined portfolio, E/P & F-Score. 

Table 10 Factor model regression results for portfolios formed on E/P & F-Score 
Factor model regression alphas, adjusted R2, average alphas of all tested models and alpha spread between 

Q1 and Q5. Heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent robust standard errors were used. 288 

monthly observations from June 1995 to May 2019, 24 years in total. 

 

The results of the combined E/P & F-Score portfolio showed strong performance, with 

statistically significant results. The spread between portfolios Q1 and Q5 was significant 

at the 1% level for all the asset pricing models. However, the improvement from the 

portfolios solely build on the E/P ratio was not meaningful. The combined E/P & F-Score 

Q1 portfolio showed a very similar performance to the E/P ratio. The results of the CAPM 

and Fama-French three-factor model and Fama-French five-factor model showed a 

slight improvement for the combined portfolio while in the Carhart four-factor model 

the E/P ratio performed better than the combined portfolio. When looking at the results 

of the Q2 portfolio, the E/P ratio benefits from the incorporation of the F-Score with 

higher alpha values.  

Spread (p-val)

Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Q1 - Q5

0.735*** 0.529** 0.645** 0.607** -0.228 0.963***

(3.392) (2.280) (2.524) (2.062) (-0.764) (0.00)

0.726*** 0.499** 0.666*** 0.616** -0.249 0.975***

(3.356) (2.232) (2.719) (2.059) (-0.826) (0.00)

0.829*** 0.587** 0.655*** 0.745** -0.151 0.980***

(3.916) (2.470) (2.726) (2.419) (-0.504) (0.00)

0.797*** 0.553*** 0.668*** 0.672** -0.152 0.949***

(4.229) (2.620) (3.027) (2.354) (-0.509) (0.00)

*) Significant at 10% level, **) Significant at 5% level,***) Significant at 1% level

0.967

0.398

Three-factor alpha 0.515 0.540 0.560 0.374 0.410

One-factor alpha 0.517 0.539 0.548 0.373

0.412

Avg. alpha

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5

-0.195

0.421

Four-factor alpha 0.522 0.544 0.559 0.381

0.660

Five-factor alpha 0.543 0.554 0.579 0.390

0.772 0.542 0.659

Earnings-to-Price + F-Score
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Portfolio Q3 of the E/P ratio outperforms the combined portfolio while portfolio Q4 of 

the combined ratio outperforms the individual metric in all of the asset pricing models 

used in the study. Finally, portfolios Q5 of the combined and individual metric do not 

show statistically significant results nor high alpha values in any of the models used in 

this research paper. As was observed in the individual portfolios, again the CAPM and 

the Fama-French three-factor model seem to explain the returns better than the four and 

five-factor model.  

      

7.4.2  B/P & F-Score 

Table 11 presents the results of the combined B/P & F-Score portfolios.  

Table 11 Factor model regression results for portfolios formed on B/P & F-Score 
Factor model regression alphas, adjusted R2, average alphas of all tested models and alpha spread between 

Q1 and Q5. Heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent robust standard errors were used. 288 

monthly observations from June 1995 to May 2019, 24 years in total. 

 

The findings of the combined B/P & F-Score portfolio showed a very interesting pattern. 

High Quality-Value Portfolios Q1 and Q2 showed clearly worse performance than the Q1 

and Q2 portfolios of the B/P ratio. Portfolio Q3 however of the B/P & F-Score 

combination, showed an impressive improvement in its performance compared to the 

individual portfolio of B/P. The results showed very high alpha values that were 

statistically significant at the 5% level in all of the asset pricing models used in the paper. 

Growth-Low Quality portfolios Q4 and Q5 of the B/P & F-Score combination did not 

show any results of interest in alpha values nor in statistical significance. The spread 

between Q1 and Q5 portfolios was also insignificant. Carhart’s four-factor model and the 

Fama-French five-factor model performed once again worse than the CAPM and the 

three-factor model.   

Spread (p-val)

Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Q1 - Q5

0.626** 0.337 0.758** 0.254 0.289 0.337

(2.546) (1.328) (2.566) (1.018) (1.042) (0.34)

0.574** 0.304 0.764** 0.274 0.317 0.257

(2.444) (1.245) (2.418) (1.140) (1.215) (0.46)

0.667*** 0.469** 0.902*** 0.297 0.301 0.366

(2.795) (1.974) (2.798) (1.142) (1.146) (0.31)

0.619*** 0.410* 0.822*** 0.260 0.394 0.225

(2.796) (1.898) (2.759) (1.189) (1.496) (0.52)

*) Significant at 10% level, **) Significant at 5% level,***) Significant at 1% level

0.271 0.325

Five-factor alpha 0.464 0.561 0.429

Four-factor alpha 0.457 0.537 0.414 0.555

One-factor alpha 0.443 0.518 0.399

0.519 0.407 0.556 0.453Three-factor alpha

0.451

Avg. alpha 0.622 0.380 0.812

0.568 0.460

0.555

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5

0.429

0.451

0.296

Book-to-Price + F-Score
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7.4.3 EBITDA/EV & F-Score 

In table 12 the results for the combined EBITDA/EV & F-Score portfolios are presented.  

Table 12 Factor model regression results for portfolios formed on EBITDA/EV & F-
Score 
Factor model regression alphas, adjusted R2, average alphas of all tested models and alpha spread between 

Q1 and Q5. Heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent robust standard errors were used. 288 

monthly observations from June 1995 to May 2019, 24 years in total. 

 

The EV/EBITDA & F-Score combination showed some of the most impressive results in 

this study. EBITDA/EV was the best performing individual ratio of the study with highly 

significant alpha values for the value portfolios. The addition of the F-Score in the 

portfolio formation procedure however slightly improves investors performance when 

looking at the results of Q1 portfolio from the all the asset pricing models used in the 

study, besides Carhart’s four-factor model. Additionally, the spread between Q1 and Q5 

portfolios was statistically significant and the highest one observed in the combined 

portfolios. 

Contrary to the results of portfolio Q1, the addition of the F-Score slightly reduced the 

alpha values of the Q2 value portfolio. The results were still highly significant at all of the 

factor models used in the study. Middle portfolio Q3 follows a similar pattern to value 

portfolio Q2. Finally, growth portfolios Q4 and Q5 did not show any important results 

with low alpha values and low statistical significance.  

 

 

 

Spread (p-val)

Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Q1 - Q5

0.830*** 0.640*** 0.487** 0.534* -0.272 1.102***

(3.701) (2.781) (2.068) (1.781) (-0.877) (0.00)

0.807*** 0.609*** 0.489** 0.561* -0.284 1.091***

(3.617) (2.658) (2.092) (1.870) (-0.961) (0.00)

0.873*** 0.702*** 0.581** 0.626** -0.198 1.071***

(4.029) (2.916) (2.460) (2.032) (-0.693) (0.00)

0.874*** 0.658*** 0.550** 0.572** -0.194 1.068***

(4.281) (3.243) (2.387) (2.007) (-0.663) (0.00)

*) Significant at 10% level, **) Significant at 5% level,***) Significant at 1% level

Four-factor alpha 0.482 0.536 0.556 0.402

0.406

Three-factor alpha 0.480 0.531 0.552 0.402 0.425

One-factor alpha 0.481 0.531 0.549 0.396

Avg. alpha 0.846 0.652 0.527 0.573 -0.237

Five-factor alpha 0.500 0.566 0.560

0.426

Q4 Q5

0.421 0.433

Q1 Q2 Q3

1.083

Enterprise Value-to-EBITDA + F-Score
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7.4.4 D/P & F-Score 

Table 13 lists the results for the combined D/P & F-Score portfolios. 

Table 13 Factor model regression results for portfolios formed on D/P & F-Score 
Factor model regression alphas, adjusted R2, average alphas of all tested models and alpha spread between 

Q1 and Q5. Heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation consistent robust standard errors were used. 288 

monthly observations from June 1995 to May 2019, 24 years in total. 

 

D/P & F-Score together with EV/EBITDA & F-Score were the two best performing Q1 

combined portfolios of this study. Q1 portfolio of D/P & F-Score showed very high alpha 

values which are statistically significant at the 1% level in all the asset pricing models 

used in the study. However, the spread between Q1 and Q5 was highly significant only 

for the CAPM and the Fama-French three-factor model.  

The main difference compared to the EV/EBITDA & F-Score combination can be 

observed in the Q2 portfolio. The performance of the Q2 value portfolio of the DP & F-

Score combination is not as strong as in the Q2 EV/EBITDA & F-Score portfolio. The 

alpha values are lower with low statistical significance especially at the Fama-French 

three-factor model. 

Portfolios Q3 and Q4 however of the D/P & F-Score combination show very strong 

results compared to most of the individual and combination Q3 and Q4 portfolios. The 

alpha values are relatively high and also statistically significant at least at the 5% level. 

Portfolio Q5 did not show risk-adjusted returns with the alpha values being very close to 

zero. 

Spread (p-val)

Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Alpha Adj. R2 Q1 - Q5

0.809*** 0.442** 0.605** 0.522** -0.084 0.893**

(3.752) (2.016) (2.506) (2.124) (-0.214) (0.04)

0.791*** 0.423* 0.596** 0.534** -0.080 0.871**

(3.685) (1.959) (2.450) (2.206) (-0.209) (0.05)

0.867*** 0.500** 0.642*** 0.591** 0.064 0.803*

(4.127) (2.324) (2.577) (2.498) (0.165) (0.07)

0.860*** 0.457** 0.606*** 0.599*** 0.012 0.848*

(4.473) (2.365) (2.636) (2.577) (0.033) (0.05)

*) Significant at 10% level, **) Significant at 5% level,***) Significant at 1% level

Q4 Q5

Avg. alpha

0.524 0.546 0.319

One-factor alpha 0.508 0.544 0.494 0.528 0.301

Three-factor alpha 0.506 0.542 0.507 0.530 0.313

Four-factor alpha 0.510 0.545 0.507 0.531 0.317

Q1 Q2 Q3

0.562 -0.022

Five-factor alpha 0.534 0.562

0.832 0.456 0.612 0.854

Dividend-to-Price + F-Score
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7.5 Summary of results 

In this chapter the most important results of the study are summarized. The analysis is 

divided into two parts, individual Value or F-Score portfolios and Value-F-Score 

combination portfolios.  

The following are the key results of this study when looking at portfolios solely formed 

on value or quality criteria: 

1) This study adds to the large literature stream of studies showing that value beats 

growth. The value portfolios formed in this study show higher risk-adjusted 

returns compared to the growth portfolios, confirming the existence of the value 

anomaly in the Finnish Market 

2) Regarding the best value ratio, EBITDA/EV showed the best overall performance 

in this study when measured by the risk-adjusted return, alpha, that the portfolio 

showed through the four asset pricing models of the study. 

3) High Quality portfolio Q1 and middle portfolio Q3 formed solely on the F-Score 

show higher and statistically significant risk-adjusted returns   

The combined portfolios showed the following key results: 

1) The addition of F-Score slightly improves the performance of Q1 and Q2 Value 

portfolios in some of the value ratios utilized in this study, with the results 

however being statistically insignificant  

2) F-Score clearly enhances the returns of the Q3 middle portfolio, both in terms of 

alpha values and statistical significance 

In the next chapter the empirical results of this study are further analyzed and discussed 

through the lens of previous research on the field. Moreover, the results are connected 

to previous theories.  
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8 DISCUSSION 

This chapter analyses the results of the study. The most important results are analysed 

and discussed in relation to previous research findings. Additionally, proposed theories 

that are relevant and able to explain the findings of the paper are also presented and 

discussed. The results are discussed in two main segments, individual Value and Quality 

ratios and Value-Quality combinations. 

As discussed in the introduction, readily available European factor data is utilised in this 

paper. Even though the European factors are closely related to the Finnish stock market 

they are still sub-optimal when compared to the use of domestic, country specific factors. 

This may have had an effect on the results of this paper. The abnormally high alphas 

might be a consequence of that decision. As a robustness test, the models were also tested 

using a Finnish market factor. The results revealed a slight increase in the models’ 

explanatory power, but the alpha value patters remain similar.   

 

8.1 Individual Portfolios on Value and Quality Ratios  

Since the first studies that showed that a value premium might exist (e.g. Nicholson, 

1960; Basu, 1977, Basu 1983) there have been numerous studies in different markets, 

using different company samples, different value ratios and different portfolio formation 

methods trying to examine whether the “value anomaly” really exists and is persistent. 

This study adds to this large literature stream by showing that a strong value premium 

is present in the Finnish stock market over the years 1995-2019. These findings confirm 

the findings of Leivo, Pätäri & Kilpiä 2009 and Pätäri & Leivo 2009 who show a clear 

value premium in the Finnish stock market.  

However, besides of showing that a value premium exists in the Finnish Market, this 

study contributes to the literature examining the effectiveness of different value ratios. 

This paper uses four different value ratios, E/P, B/P, D/P and EBITDA/EV. Previous 

studies have shown that there are many factors affecting which value ratio shows the 

largest value premium. Common factors include the country where the study is 

conducted, the company sample, the time period examined and also the factor models 

used in order to assess the performance of the value-growth portfolios. As expected, 

globally the results have been mixed with different value ratios showing better 

performance under different circumstances. In this study the value metric based on 
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enterprise value, EBITDA/EV showed the best performance with the highest risk-

adjusted returns when measured by the alpha value through the four asset pricing 

models used in this study. The findings confirm those of Pätäri and Leivo, 2009 who find 

similar results.  

As discussed previously, in addition to the EBITDA/EV value ratio, three more ratios 

were examined, E/P, B/P and D/P. Even though EBITDA/EV ratio showed slightly better 

performance than the rest of the ratios used in this study, value portfolios formed on E/P 

and D/P also showed high alpha values which were also highly statistically significant. 

Value portfolios created on B/P showed high alpha values, but the results were only 

significant at the 10% level. The findings related to B/P could be a random result specific 

to Finland and the time period examined or they could be an indication of the weakening 

explanatory power of B/P due to the economy moving to more service-based sectors were 

assets play a less meaningful role in explaining the expected returns of a company.   

An interesting pattern that was observed in the individual portfolio factor loadings was 

on the SMB factor. It appears that value companies tend to be larger than growth 

companies in the Finnish stock market. The pattern held for all the value ratios examined 

in this paper, except from the B/P ratio in which a clear pattern was not found. As 

expected, the pattern in the market factor indicates that growth companies are more 

volatile than value firms.  

Before forming combined portfolios on Value and Quality the performance of portfolio 

solely formed on the Quality metric used in this study, the F-Score, were reviewed. 

Piotroski (2000) in his study did not intend to use the F-Score individually but as an 

enhancing tool that Value Investors could use to separate winning from losing stocks. 

However, after his study other Quality strategies appeared such as Graham’s G-score, 

Grantham’s quality, Magic Formula (ROIC), Sloan’s Earnings quality, Defensive and 

Gross Profitability (Novy-Marx, 2014). Many of these strategies are intended to work on 

their own and not necessarily with Value Investing. This led the author to test the 

performance of the F-Score as an individual ratio. The results showed promising 

performance for high Quality portfolio Q1 and middle portfolio Q3, though further 

research is needed in order to identify F-Score as an effective strategy on its own.  

A pattern that was clear and was observed for all the value portfolios in the study was the 

decrease in the alpha value when moving from the CAPM to multifactor models. The 

trend continued as more factors were added with the Fama-French five-factor model 
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having the lowest alpha values with the smallest statistical significance. This means that 

the additional factors increase the explanatory power of the model. 

 

8.2 Combined Portfolios of Value-Quality 

The results of the combined portfolios revealed that the F-Score slightly improved the 

performance of the value portfolios with the results however being statistically 

insignificant. These findings partly confirm the findings of Piotroski (2000) who found 

that a simple strategy based on historical accounting figures could help in separating 

winners from losers. The results in Piotroski’s (2000) seminal study are more 

“impressive” however with the F-Score largely improving the performance of the value 

portfolios of the study.  

The size pattern observed in the individual ratios holds for the combined ratios as well, 

except again in the B/P combinations. The factor loadings of the combined portfolios 

also showed a pattern on the investment factor. Value companies appear to be aggressive 

investors compared to growth companies.  This could potentially be explained by the fact 

that value firms tend to be larger in size which in turn might imply regular CAPEX 

investments. Smaller growth companies are possibly more service, and technology 

oriented therefore requiring less investments. Finally, the market factor pattern is the 

same for the combined portfolios as was observed in the individual ratios with growth 

companies being more volatile.   

After the creation of the F-Score by Piotroski, there have been many papers testing the 

performance of the F-Score and combined Value-Quality portfolios in many major 

markets. (eg. Kim and Lee, 2014). As it can be expected, the magnitude of the results is 

affected by the time period under review as well as the company sample and country 

studied. Most studies have been focused on large markets such as U.S., Japan and 

Europe (Mohr, 2012).  

When looking at the Finnish Market, studies that have incorporated the F-Score are very 

limited. Considering the scarce literature on the field the contribution of this paper is 

important. This study is partly unique since it offers a relatively long-time horizon of 24 

years, 1995-2019, and a large company sample including all listed Finnish firms. 

Moreover, it offers an alternative way of utilizing the F-Score compared to the original 
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papery by Piotroski (2000), who only used the F-Score with value portfolios formed on 

B/P. 

To sum up the discussion on the key findings of this paper, a result that is unique to this 

research is the significant improvement in the performance of the Q3 middle quintile 

portfolio. An analysis of the findings of previous studies did not indicate that academic 

research has suggested that the F-Score particularly improves the performance of neutral 

portfolios. The underlying drivers of this result are unclear. However, they can be 

potentially related to the overperformance of the middle quintile portfolio formed 

individually on the F-Score.     

On a final note, it is important to discuss that the F-Score has been used in other contexts 

as well, besides value investing. Academics have applied the F-Score to other investment 

strategies such as glamour/growth (Mohr, 2012). Moreover, Jahan, Cheh and Il-woon 

Kim (2016) in their study combine the F-Score with the principles of Benjamin Graham 

and find that the strategy outperforms the SP500.  

As discussed earlier in the paper, besides investment strategies, Piotroski’s F-Score has 

even been used as a bankruptcy prediction model in the paper of Argawal (2015). The 

author finds that the F-Score is statistically significant in predicting defaults with 

individual metrics such as the change in leverage being highly statistically significant in 

predicting defaults. These findings are important since they confirm the utility of the F-

Score both for academics and practitioners. Additionally, they add to the argument why 

portfolios of low F-Score are expected to underperform their peers.  

In another research paper related to the F-Score, Chung, Liu and Wang (2015) use F-

Score as a performance measuring tool. More specifically, they examine the persistent 

monitoring role of institutional investors and identify the financial aspects of a firm that 

institutional monitoring improves (Chung et. al., 2015). The authors find “strong 

evidence that long‐term institutions with large shareholdings consistently improve a 

firm's F‐Score and that such activity occurs primarily through the enhancement of the 

firm's operating efficiency” (Chung et. al, 2015). These findings are again important since 

they shed light on potential underlying reasons which explain the predicting power of 

the F-Score. Finally, studies that have compared Piotroski’s F-Score with Altman’s Z-

Score as short selling strategies, find that Piotroski’s F-Score is more efficient and 

provides higher returns to short sellers (Oyebode, 2017), strengthening the evidence on 

the explanatory power of the F-Score on stock returns.    
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9 CONCLUSION 

This chapter concludes the study and offer suggestions for further research on the field. 

9.1 Conclusion 

This is one of the first studies to examine the performance of portfolios formed on the F-

Score and four different value investing ratios in the Finnish stock market. This paper 

contributes to the existing literature in two ways. First, by adding to the large literature 

stream showing the existence of a value premium in international markets. Second, by 

introducing the F-Score to the Finnish market in one of the first studies in the field. 

The results of the study show a clear outperformance of value investing compared to 

growth and conventional market indices. The results are persistent and statistically 

significant across all of the asset pricing models that were used in this paper. The findings 

indicate that investors could have achieved market beating returns by following a simple 

mechanical approach. In line with previous results from the Finnish stock market, this 

study confirms that the EBITDA/EV is the best value ratio for investors in the Finnish 

stock market (Pätäri and Leivo, 2009).   

Contrary to the first research question of the study, the second one touches upon a topic 

that has not been studied extensively. Since first introduced by Piotroski in 2000, the F-

Score has been widely researched in the major stock markets of the world, with only a 

few studies however being conducted in smaller markets. To the authors best knowledge, 

this is one of the first studies of this type in the Finnish stock market. Even though the 

results of this research paper are not as notable as in the original study of Piotroski 

(2000), they are still very promising since they show that value investors in the Finnish 

market can in some cases benefit from the inclusion of the F-Score in their investment 

strategy, with the results however being statistically insignificant.  

 

9.2 Suggestions for further research 

The findings of this paper add to a large literature stream examining the performance of 

value and quality investing strategies. Since both time and the research spectrum of a 

single paper are limited this study tackles only a sub-topic of a large literature stream as 

value and quality investing. However, the methodology and results of this paper raise 

ideas and topics for further research. 
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First, on the value investing part of the study, this research paper focuses on four popular 

value ratios. In future research the performance of more value ratios could be examined 

in the Finnish stock market. Additionally, besides the use of different value ratios, one 

could attempt studying different holding periods, for example, 2, 3 or 5 years. Moreover, 

a long/short portfolio formation strategy could be created in order to test how it affects 

the returns of value investors.  

Regarding the quality aspect of the paper, besides the F-Score, other quality strategies 

can potentially be tested on the Finnish market, both individually and in combination 

with value ratios. Example include Graham’s G-score, Grantham’s quality, Magic 

Formula (ROIC), Sloan’s Earnings quality and Defensive and Gross Profitability. 

Literature on quality investing in the Finnish market is scarce, and more research would 

benefit both academics and practitioners in identifying potentially winning investment 

strategies. 

Finally, an interesting suggestion for future research in the field is the incorporation of 

new asset pricing models. For example, Fama and French (2018) introduced their six-

factor model, an extension of the five-factor model combined with momentum, which 

could be used in future research. Additional factors can be applied in order to gain an 

increased understanding of common parameters driving stock returns in different 

investing strategies.     
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